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SHORT ABSTRACT: We discuss four key variables of experimental design that tend to

be realized quite differently in economics and in areas of psychology relevant to both

economists and psychologists, such as judgment and decision making.  On theoretical and

empirical grounds, we argue that these different realizations, which concern enactment of

scripts, repetition of trials, performance-based monetary payments, and the use of

deception, are bound to produce divergent experimental results.  Furthermore, we argue

that the wider range of experimental practices in psychology reflects a lack of procedural

regularity that may contribute to the variability of empirical findings.  We call for more

research on the consequences of particular methodological preferences and to further this

goal propose a ìdo-it-both-waysî rule.



LONG ABSTRACT: This article is concerned with the implications of the surprisingly

different experimental practices in economics and in areas of psychology relevant to both

economists and psychologists, such as behavioral decision making.  We consider four

features of experimentation in economics, namely, script enactment, repeated trials,

performance-based monetary payments, and the proscription against deception, and

compare them to experimental practices in psychology, primarily in the area of behavioral

decision making.  Whereas economists bring a precisely defined ìscriptî to experiments for

participants to enact, psychologists often do not provide such a script, leaving participants

to infer what choices the situation affords.  By often using repeated experimental trials,

economists allow participants to learn about the task and the environment; psychologists

typically do not.  Economists generally pay participants on the basis of clearly defined

performance criteria; psychologists usually pay a flat fee or grant a fixed amount of course

credit.  Economists virtually never deceive participants; psychologists, especially in some

areas of inquiry, often do.  We argue that experimental standards in economics are

regulatory in that they allow for little variation between the experimental practices of

individual researchers.  The experimental standards in psychology, by contrast, are

comparatively laissez-faire.  We believe that the wider range of experimental practices in

psychology reflects a lack of procedural regularity that may contribute to the variability of

empirical findings in the research fields under consideration.  We conclude with a call for

more research on the consequences of methodological preferences, such as the use of

monetary payments, and propose a ìdo-it-both-waysî rule regarding the enactment of

scripts, repetition of trials, and performance-based monetary payments.  We also argue, on

pragmatic grounds, that the default practice should be not to deceive participants.





Introduction

Empirical tests of theories depend crucially on the methodological decisions

researchers make in designing and implementing the test (Duhem 1953; Quine 1953).

Analyzing and changing specific methodological practices, however, can be a challenge.

In psychology, for instance, ìit is remarkable that despite two decades of

counterrevolutionary attacks, the mystifying doctrine of null hypothesis testing is still

today the Bible from which our future research generation is taughtî (Gigerenzer &

Murray 1987, p. 27).  Why is it so difficult to change scientistsí practices?  One answer is

that our methodological habits, rituals, and perhaps even quasi-religious attitudes about

good experimentation are deeply entrenched in our daily routines as scientists, and hence

often not reflected upon.

To put our practices into perspective and reflect on the costs and benefits associated

with them, it is useful to look at methodological practices across time or across

disciplines.  Adopting mostly the latter perspective, in this article we point out that two

related disciplines, experimental economics and corresponding areas in psychology (in

particular, behavioral decision making) have very different conceptions of good

experimentation.

We discuss the different conceptions of good experimentation in terms of four key

variables of experimental design and show how these variables tend to be realized

differently in the two disciplines.  In addition, we show that experimental standards in

economics, such as performance-based monetary payments (henceforth, financial

incentives) and the proscription against deception, are rigorously enforced through

conventions or third parties.  As a result, these standards allow for little variation in the



experimental practices of individual researchers.  The experimental standards in

psychology, by contrast, are comparatively laissez-faire, allowing for a wider range of

practices.  The lack of procedural regularity and the imprecisely specified social situation

ìexperimentî that results may help to explain why ìin the muddy vineyardsî (Rosenthal

1990, p. 775) of soft psychology, empirical results ìseem ephemeral and unreplicableî (p.

775).

The Uncertain Meaning of the Social Situation ìExperimentî

In his book on the historical origins of psychological experimentation, Danziger

(1990) concluded that ìuntil relatively recently the total blindness of psychological

investigators to the social features of their investigative situations constituted one of the

most characteristic features of their research practiceî (p. 8).  This is deplorable because

the experimenter and the human data source are necessarily engaged in a social

relationship; therefore, experimental results in psychology will always be codetermined by

the social relationship between experimenter and participant.  Schultz (1969) observed

that this relationship ìhas some of the characteristics of a superior-subordinate one....

Perhaps the only other such one-sided relationships are those of parent and child,

physician and patient, or drill sergeant and traineeî (p. 221).  The asymmetry of this

relationship is compounded by the fact that the experimenter knows the practices of

experimentation by virtue of training and experience, while the typical subject is

participating in any given experiment for the first time.1

Under these circumstances, and without clear-cut instructions from the

experimenter, participants may generate a variety of interpretations of the experimental



situation and therefore react in diverse ways to the experimental stimuli.  In the words of

Dawes (1996):

The objects of study in our experiments (i.e., people) have desires, goals,

presuppositions, and beliefs about what it is we wish to find out.  Only when it is

explicitly clear that what we are seeking is maximal performance ... can we even

safely assume that our interpretation of the experimental situation corresponds to

that of our subjects....  Even then, however, we may not be able to ... ìcontrol forî

factors that are not those we are investigating. (p. 20)

Defining the Social Situation ìExperimentî

In this article, we argue that experimental standards in economics reduce

participantsí uncertainty because they require experimenters to specify precisely the ìgame

or contestî (Rieken 1962, p. 31) between experimenter and participant in a number of

ways.  In what follows, we consider four key features of experimental practices in

economics, namely, script enactment, repeated trials, performance-based payments, and

the proscription against deception.  The differences between psychology and economics

on these four features can be summed upóalbeit in a simplified wayóas follows.  Whereas

economists bring a precisely defined ìscriptî to experiments and have participants enact it,

psychologists often do not provide such a script.  Economists often repeat experimental

trials; psychologists typically do not.  Economists almost always pay participants

according to clearly defined performance criteria; psychologists usually pay a flat fee or

grant a fixed amount of course credit.  Economists do not deceive participants;

psychologists, particularly in social psychology, often do.



We argue that economistsí realizations of these variables of experimental design

reduce participantsí uncertainty by explicitly stating action choices (script), allowing

participants to gain experience with the situation (repeated trials), making clear that the

goal is to perform as well as they can (financial incentives), and limiting second-guessing

about the purpose of the experiment (no deception).  In contrast, psychologistsí

realizations of these variables tend to allow more room for uncertainty by leaving it

unclear what the action choices are (no script), affording little opportunity for learning (no

repeated trials), leaving it unclear what the experimenters want (no incentives), and

prompting participants to second-guess (deception).

Before we explore these differences in detail, four caveats are in order.  First, the

four variables of experimental design we discuss are, in our view, particularly important

design variables.  This does not mean that we consider others to be irrelevant.  For

example, we question economistsí usual assumption that the abstract laboratory

environment in their experiments is neutral and, drawing heavily on results from cognitive

psychology, have argued this point elsewhere (Ortmann & Gigerenzer 1997).  Second, we

stress that whenever we speak of standard experimental practices in ìpsychology,î we

mean those used in research on behavioral decision making (an area relevant to both

psychologists and economists; e.g., Rabin 1998) and related research areas in social and

cognitive psychology such as social cognition, problem solving, and reasoning.  The

practices discussed and the criticisms leveled here do not apply (or do so to a lesser

degree), for instance, to research practices in sensation and perception, biological

psychology, psychophysics, learning, and related fields.  Third, we do not provide an

exhaustive review of the relevant literature, which given the wide scope of the paper,



would have been a lifeís work.  Rather, we use examples and analyze several random

samples of studies to show how differences in the way the design variables are realized can

affect the results obtained.  Moreover, even in discussing the limited areas of research

considered here, we are contrasting prototypes of experimental practices to which we are

aware exceptions exist.

Finally, we do not believe that the conventions and practices of experimental

economists constitute the gold standard of experimentation.  For example, we concur with

some authorsí claim that economistsí strict convention of providing financial incentives

may be too rigid and may merit reevaluation (e.g., Camerer & Hogarth in press).  The case

for such reevaluation has also been made in a recent symposium in The Economic Journal

(e.g., Loewenstein 1999).  This symposium additionally takes issue with the assumed

neutrality of the laboratory environment (e.g., Loomes 1999), scripts that are too detailed

(e.g., Binmore 1999; Loewenstein 1999; Loomes 1999; Starmer 1999), and the relevance

of one-shot decision making (e.g., Binmore 1999; Loewenstein 1999), among other

aspects of experimentation in economics that warrant reevaluation (e.g., Ortmann & Tichy

1999).  In other words, a paper entitled ìExperimental practices in psychology: A

challenge for economists?î may well be worth writing.

1. Enacting a Script Versus ìAd-Libbingî

Economists run experiments usually for one of three reasons: to test decision-

theoretic or game-theoretic models, to explore the impact of institutional details and

procedures, or to improve understanding of policy problems such as the behavior of

different pricing institutions (e.g., Davis & Holt 1993, chap. 3 on auctions and chap. 4 on

posted offers).



To further understanding of policy problems, experimental economists construct

small-scale abstractions of real-world problems (although typically these miniature replicas

are framed in abstract terms).  To test theoretical models, economists attempt to translate

the model under consideration into a laboratory set-up that is meant to capture the essence

of the relevant theory.  This mapping inevitably requires the experimenter to make

decisions about ìinstitutional detailsî (i.e., the degree of information provided in the

instructions, the way the information is presented to participants, the communication

allowed between participants, etc.).  Economists have learned to appreciate the

importance of such institutional details and procedures, and how these might affect results

(e.g., Davis & Holt 1993, pp. 507-509; Osborne & Rubinstein 1990; Zwick, Erev &

Budescu 1999).

To enhance replicability and to trace the sometimes subtle influence of institutional

details and experimental parameters, experimental economists have come to provide

participants with scripts (instructions) that supply descriptions of players, their action

choices, and the possible payoffs (for standard examples of such instructions, see

appendices in Davis & Holt 1993).  Economists then ask participants to enact those

scripts.  For example, they assign each of them the role of buyer or seller and ask them to

make decisions (e.g., to buy or sell assets) that determine the amount they are paid for

their participation, a practice discussed in detail later.

An example of a script and its enactment is provided by Camerer, Loewenstein, and

Weber (1989) in their investigation of hindsight bias.2  In their design, an ìuninformedî

group of participants guessed future earnings of real companies based on information such

as the previous annual earnings per share.  An ìinformedî group of participants (who were



told the actual earnings) then traded assets that paid dividends equal to the earnings

predicted by the uninformed group.  Participants in both groups were provided with a

precise script.  Those in the uninformed group were given the role (script) of a market

analyst faced with the task of predicting the future dividends of various companies.  Those

in the informed group were assigned the role of trader: they knew that the dividend was

determined by the uninformed groupís predictions.  Thus, to price the assets optimally

(and thereby to avoid hindsight bias), the ìtradersî had to predict the prediction of the

ìanalystsî accurately, that is, to ignore their knowledge of the actual dividends.

Eventually, the traders traded the assets to others in actual double-oral auctions, in which

ìbuyers and sellers shouted out bids or offers at which they were willing to buy or sell.

When a bid and offer matched, a trade took placeî (p. 1236).

Unlike in Camerer et al.ís (1989) study, typical hindsight bias experiments in

psychology do not provide participants with a script, thus forcing them to ad-lib, that is, to

infer the meaning of the experiment as they go.  In a typical study (Davies 1992),

participants were given a series of assertions and asked to rate the truth of each.  They

were then given feedback (i.e., the truth values of the assertions) and later asked to recall

their original judgment.  In contrast to Camerer et al. (1989), Davies did not assign

specific roles to participants or provide them with any precise script.  Instead, the first

stage of the study, during which participants rated assertions for their truth, was merely

described to participants as ìinvolving evaluation of college studentsí knowledgeî (Davies

1992, p. 61), and they were told that the recollection stage ìconcerned peopleís ability to

remember or recreate a previous state of knowledgeî (Davies 1992, p. 61).  This



procedure is typical of many psychological studies on hindsight bias (e.g., Hell,

Gigerenzer, Gauggel, Mall & M¸ller 1988; Hoffrage & Hertwig 1999).

In psychological research on judgment, decision making, and reasoning, too,

researchers typically do not provide participants with a script to enact.  Much of this

research involves word problems such as the conjunction task (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman

1983), the engineer-lawyer task (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky 1973), the Wason selection

task (e.g., Evans, Over & Manktelow 1993), and the 2-4-6 task (e.g., Butera, Mugny,

Legrenzi & Perez 1996). These problems share a number of typical features.  For example,

they often are ambiguous (e.g., use polysemous terms such as ìprobability,î see Hertwig &

Gigerenzer 1999) and require participants to ignore conversational maxims in order to

reach the ìcorrectî solution (see Hilton 1995).3  Furthermore, they do not require

participants to assume clearly specified roles, like the analysts and traders in Camerer et

al.ís (1989) study, or to enact a script.  As a result, participants are forced to ad-lib.

Participantsí ad-libbing is likely to be influenced by their expectations about what

experimenters are looking for.  Providing a script would not alter the fact that the typical

participant in psychology (and economics) has never or rarely encountered a particular

experimental situation before.  That is, notwithstanding provision of a script, participants

are still likely to be sensitive to cues that are communicated to them by means of campus

scuttlebutt, the experimenterís behavior, and the research setting.  However, scripts can

constrain participantsí interpretations of the situation by focusing their attention on those

cues that are intentionally communicated by the experimenter (e.g., the task instructions),

thus clarifying the demand characteristics of the social situation ìexperiment.î As a

consequence, scripts may enhance replicability.



Enacting a script is closely related to ìrole playingî in social psychology (e.g.,

Greenwood 1983; Krupat 1977), in which the ìintent is for the subject to directly and

actively involve himself in the experiment, and to conscientiously participate in the

experimental taskî (Schultz 1969, p. 226).  To borrow the terminology of Hamiltonís

useful three-dimensional classification (referred to in Geller 1978, p. 221), the role-playing

simulations that come closest to economics experiments are those performed (rather than

imagined) and scripted (rather than improvised), and in which the dependent variable is

behavior (rather than verbal utterances).  In economics experiments, however, participants

do not just simulate but are real agents whose choices have tangible consequences for

them.  For example, in the Camerer et al. (1989) study, they were real analysts and real

traders, albeit in a scaled-down version of a real market.

1.1. Does Providing and Enacting a Script Matter?

We believe that providing a script for participants to enact affects experimental

results.  At the same time, we readily admit that the evidence for this claim is at present

tenuous because provision of scripts and their enactment are rarely treated as independent

variables.  Using as examples the prediction task in Camerer et al.ís (1989) study and the

Wason selection task in psychology, we now discuss the potential importance of providing

a script and having participants enact it.

Camerer et al. (1989) compared the amount of hindsight bias in the predictions of

participants who enacted the role of trader (i.e., who actually traded assets in the double-

oral auction) to the bias in predictions made by another group of participants who did not

enact the role of trader.  The goal of the two groups was the same: to predict the average

prediction of the uninformed group given companiesí actual earnings.  Both groups



received incentives for making correct predictions.  Camerer et al. (1989) reported that

participants in both conditions exhibited some hindsight bias, but enactment of the trader

role reduced the bias by about half: The difference in hindsight bias between the two

groups was r = .18 (calculated from data in their Figure 4), a small to medium effect (see

Rosenthal & Rosnow 1991, p. 444).

Research on the Wason selection task provides another example of a situation in

which providing a script (or more precisely, a proxy for one)ónamely, assigning

participants to the perspective of a particular characteródramatically changes their

responses.  This task is perhaps the most studied word problem in cognitive psychology.

In what is known as its abstract form, participants are shown four cards displaying

symbols such as T, J, 4, and 8 and are given a conditional rule about the cards, such as ìIf

there is a T on one side of the card [antecedent P], then there is a 4 on the other side of

the card [consequent Q].î  Participants are told that each card has a letter on one side and

a number on the other.  They are then asked which cards they would need to turn over in

order to discover whether the conditional rule is true or false.  The typical result, which

has been replicated many times (for a review, see Evans, Newstead & Byrne 1993, chap.

4), is that very few participants (typically only about 10%) give the answer prescribed by

propositional logic: T and 8 (P & not-Q).  Most participants choose either T (P) alone or

T and 4 (P & Q).  These ìerrorsî in logical reasoning have been seen as reflections of the

confirmation bias, the matching bias, and the availability heuristic (for a review, see Wason

1983; Garnham & Oakhill 1994).

The original, abstract Wason selection task was content-free.  Numerous researchers

have since shown that dressing it in thematic garb, that is, putting it in a social context,



increases the percentage of logically correct answers.  In one such task, a police officer is

checking whether people conform to certain rules: in the context of a drinking age law (ìIf

someone is drinking beer [P], then they must be over 19 years of age [Q]î), 74% of

participants gave the logical P & not-Q response (Griggs & Cox 1982).  Gigerenzer and

Hug (1992) later demonstrated that the way in which social context affects reasoning in

the selection task also depends on the perspective into which participants are cued.  For

instance, the implications of the rule ìIf an employee works on the weekend, then that

person gets a day off during the weekî depend on whether it is seen from the perspective

of an employer or of an employee.  Among participants cued into the role of an employee,

the dominant answer was P & not-Q (75%); among participants cued into the role of an

employer, in contrast, the dominant response was not-P & Q (61%; for more detail, see

Ortmann & Gigerenzer 1997).  Perspective can thus induce people to assume certain

social roles, seeming to invoke a script like those provided in economics experiments.4

To conclude this section, the effects of role playing in Camerer et al.ís (1989) study

and perspective taking in selection tasks suggest that supplying a script for participants to

enact can make an important difference to the results obtained.  Although script provision

(i.e., action choices, payoffs, perspective, etc.) demands more elaborate and transparent

instructions (e.g., compare Camerer et al.ís market study with any typical hindsight bias

study in psychology), it is likely to reduce the ambiguity of the experimental situation and

thereby increase researchersí control over participantsí possible interpretations of it.  This

practice is also likely to enhance the replicability of experimental results.  We propose that

psychologists consider having participants enact scripts wherever possible.

2. Repeated Trials Versus Snapshot Studies



Economists use repeated trials for (at least) two reasons.  The first is to give

participants a chance to adapt to the environment, that is, to accrue experience with the

experimental setting and procedure.  This motivation applies to both decision and game

situations and reflects economistsí interest in the impact of experience on behavior.

Binmore (1994) articulated this rationale as follows:

But how much attention should we pay to experiments that tell us how

inexperienced people behave when placed in situations with which they are

unfamiliar, and in which the incentives for thinking things through carefully are

negligible or absent altogether?...  Does it [the participantís behavior] survive after

the subjects have had a long time to familiarize themselves with all the wrinkles of

the unusual situation in which the experimenter has placed them?  If not, then the

experimenter has probably done no more than inadvertently trigger a response in the

subjects that is adapted to some real-life situation, but which bears only a superficial

resemblance to the problem the subjects are really facing in the laboratory. (pp. 184-

185)

The second motivation for the use of repeated trials, while also reflecting

economistsí interests in the impact of experience on behavior, is specific to game

situations.  Repeated trials afford participants the opportunity to learn how their own

choices interact with those of other players in that specific situation.  While in practice the

two kinds of learning are difficult to distinguish, they are conceptually distinct.  The first

kind of learning (adapting to the laboratory environment) relates to a methodological

concern that participants may not initially understand the laboratory environment and task,

whereas the second kind of learning (understanding how oneís own choices interact with



those of other participants) relates to the understanding of the possibly strategic aspects of

the decision situation.  Game theory captures those strategic aspects and suggests that for

certain classes of games, peopleís behavior ìtodayî will depend on whether and how often

they may be paired with others in the future.

Underlying both motivations for the use of repeated trials is economistsí theoretical

interest in equilibrium solutions, that is, the hope that for every scenario a belief or

behavior exists that participants have no incentive to change.  However, equilibrium is

assumed not to be reached right away.  Rather, it is expected to evolve until participants

believe their behavior to be optimal for the situation they have been placed in.  This is why

in economics experiments ìspecial attention is paid to the last periods of the

experiment...or to the change in behavior across trials.  Rarely is rejection of a theory

using first-round data given much significanceî (Camerer 1997, p. 319).  Note, however,

that although economists tend to use repeated trials most of the time, there are important

exceptions.  For instance, most studies of trust games (e.g., Berg, Dickhaut & McCabe

1995), dictator games (e.g., Hoffman, McCabe & Smith 1996), and ultimatum games

employ one-shot situations.  It is interesting to consider whether the attention-grabbing

results of these games are due to the very fact that they are typically implemented as one-

shot rather than repeated games.

Typically, economists implement repeated trials either as stationary replications of

one-shot decision and game situations or as repeated game situations.  Stationary

replication of simple decision situations (i.e., without other participants) involves having

participants make decisions repeatedly in the same one-shot situation.  Stationary

replication of game situations also involves having participants make decisions repeatedly



in the same one-shot situation, but with new participants in each round.  In contrast, other

repeated game situations may match participants repeatedly with one another and thus

allow for strategic behavior.  Neither stationary replication of one-shot decision and game

situations nor other repeated game situations implement environments that change.

Instead, learning is typically studied in environments whose parameterization (e.g., payoff

structure) does not change.  Camerer (1997) referred to such situations as ìëGroundhog

Dayí replicationî (p. 319).  In what follows, we focus on the special case of Groundhog

Day replication referred to as stationary replication above.

In contrast to economists, researchers in behavioral decision making typically

provide little or ìno opportunity for learningî (Thaler 1987, p. 119; see also Winkler &

Murphy 1973; Hogarth 1981), tending instead to conduct ìsnapshotî studies.  It would be

misleading, however, to suggest that psychologists have ignored the role of feedback and

learning.  For instance, there is a history of multi-stage decision making in research on

behavioral decision making (see Rapoport & Wallsten 1972).  Moreover, studies in which

repetition and feedback are used can be found in research on multiple-cue probability

learning (e.g., Klayman 1988; Balzer, Doherty & OíConnor 1989), social judgment theory

(Hammond, Stewart, Brehmer & Steinman 1975) dynamic decision making (e.g., Edwards

1962; Brehmer 1992, 1996; Diehl & Sterman 1995), probabilistic information processing

(e.g., Wallsten 1976), and in research on the effects of different kinds of feedback (e.g.,

Creyer, Bettman & Payne 1990; Hogarth, Gibbs, McKenzie & Marquis 1991).

Nevertheless, ìmost judgment research has focused on discrete events.  This has led to

underestimating the importance of feedback in ongoing processesî (Hogarth 1981, p. 197).



To quantify the use of repeated trials and feedback in behavioral decision making,

we analyzed a classic area of research in this field, namely, that on the base-rate fallacy.

For the last 30 years, much research has been devoted to the observation of ìfallacies,î

ìbiases,î or ìcognitive illusionsî in inductive reasoning (e.g., systematic deviations from the

laws of probability).  Among them, the base-rate fallacy ìhad a celebrity status in the

literatureî (Koehler 1996, p. 2).  According to Koehlerís (1996) recent review of base-rate

fallacy research, ìhundreds of laboratory studies have been conducted on the use of base

rates in probability judgment tasksî (p. 2), and ìinvestigators frequently conclude that base

rates are universally ignoredî (p. 2).  How many of these laboratory studies have paid

attention to the possible effects of feedback and learning?

To answer this question, we examined the articles cited in Koehlerís (1996)

comprehensive review of Bayesian reasoning research.  We included in our analysis all

empirical studies on the use of base rates published in psychology journals (excluding

journals from other disciplines and publications other than articles) since 1973, the year in

which Kahneman and Tversky published their classic study on the base-rate fallacy.  This

sample comprises a variety of paradigms, including, for instance, word problems (e.g.,

engineer-lawyer and cab problems), variations thereof, and ìsocial judgmentî studies

(which explore the use of base rates in social cognition such as stereotype-related trait

judgments).  As the unit of analysis, we took studiesómost articles report more than

oneóin which an original empirical investigation was reported.

By these criteria, 106 studies were included in the analysis.  Although this sample is

not comprehensive, we believe it is representative of the population of studies on the use

of base rates.  Of the 106 studies, only 11 (10%) provided participants with some kind of



trial-by-trial feedback on their performance (Study 1 in Manis, Dovalina, Avis & Cardoze

1980; Studies 1and 2 in Lopes 1987; Lindeman, van den Brink & Hoogstraten 1988;

Studies 1-5 in Medin & Edelson 1988; Studies 1 and 2 in Medin & Bettger 1991).  The

picture becomes even more extreme if one considers only those studies that used

(sometimes among others) the classic word problems (engineer-lawyer and cab problem)

employed by Kahneman and Tversky (1973) or variants thereof.  Among these 36 studies,

only 1 provided trial-by-trial feedback concerning participantsí posterior probability

estimates (Lindeman et al. 1988).  Based on this survey, we conclude that repetition and

trial-by-trial feedback is the exception in research on the base-rate fallacy.  This conclusion

is consistent with that drawn by Hogarth (1981) almost 20 years ago, namely, that ìmany

discrete judgment tasks studied in the literature take place in environments degraded by

the lack of feedback and redundancy.Ö As examples, consider studies of Bayesian

probability revisionî (p. 199).

2.1. Do Repetition and Feedback Matter?

There is evidence from economistsí research on the use of base rates involving

repeated trials that indeed they do.  When trials are repeated, base rates do not seem to be

universally ignored.  Harrison (1994) designed an experiment to test, among other things,

the effect of repetition (plus feedback) and the validity of the representativeness heuristic,

which Kahneman and Tversky (1973) proposed as an explanation for peopleís ìneglectî of

base rates.  This explanation essentially states that people will judge the probability of a

sample by assessing ìthe degree of correspondence [or similarity] between a sample and a

populationî (Tversky & Kahneman 1983, p. 295).



Unlike Kahneman and Tversky (1973), but like Grether (1980, 1992), Harrison used

a bookbag-and-poker-chips paradigm in which participants had to decide from which of

two urns, A and B, a sample of six balls (marked with either Ns or Gs) had been drawn.

In addition to the ratio of Ns and Gs in the sample and the frequencies of Ns and Gs in the

urns (urn A: four Ns and two Gs, urn B: three Ns and three Gs), participants knew the

urnsí priors (i.e., the probabilities with which each of the two urns was selected).  In this

design, the ratio of Ns and Gs in the sample can be chosen such that use of the

representativeness heuristic leads to the choice of urn A (as the origin of the sample of six

balls), whereas application of Bayesí theorem leads to the choice of urn B, and vice versa.

Participants in Harrisonís (1994) study judged a total of 20 samples.  After each one,

participants were told from which urn the balls were drawn.  After each set of 10

decisions, their earnings were tallied based on the number of choices they made in

accordance with Bayesí theorem.  There were three payoff schedules: Two were

contingent on performance and one was not.  Harrison (1994) split the choices according

to whether they were made when participants were ìinexperiencedî (first set of 10

decisions) or ìexperiencedî (second set of 10 decisions).  He found that the

representativeness heuristic strongly influenced the decisions of participants who were

inexperienced and unmotivated, that is, who had completed only the first set of 10

decisions and who received a fixed amount of money (independent of performance).

However, he also found that when those participants who were not monetarily motivated

made the second set of 10 decisions, ìthe heuristic has no noticeable influence at allî (pp.

249-250).  Moreover, Harrison (1994) reported finding little to no evidence of the



representativeness heuristic among inexperienced participants (i.e., in the first set of 10

decisions) whose earnings were based on performance.

Harrisonís (1994) results seem to contradict Gretherís (1980).  Grether concluded

that participants do tend to follow the representativeness heuristic.  However, Grether

employed a different definition of experience.  Specifically, he counted every participant

who had previously assessed the same prior-sample combination as experienced.  In

Harrisonís study, in contrast, participants had to make 10 judgments with feedback before

they were considered experienced.  That experience can substantially improve Bayesian

reasoning has also been shown in a series of studies by Camerer (1990); he also observed

that the significance of the biases increased because the variance decreased with

experience.  The three studies taken together strongly suggest that one ought to use

repeated trials when studying Bayesian reasoning, and that biases diminish in magnitude

with sufficient experience (Camerer 1990; Harrison 1994), although not necessarily after

only a few trials (Grether 1980).

This conclusion is also confirmed by a set of experiments conducted in psychology.

In Wallstenís (1976) experiments on Bayesian revision of opinion, participants completed

a large number of trials.  In each trial, participants observed events (samples of numbers),

decided which of two binomial distributions was the source, and estimated their

confidence in the decision.  Participants received trial-by-trial feedback, and the sampling

probabilities of the two populations under consideration changed from trial to trial.  The

results showed strong effects of experience on Bayesian reasoning.  In the early trials,

participants tended to ignore the sampling probability under the less likely hypothesis.  As



they gained experience, however, they increasingly gave more equal weight to the

likelihood of the data under each of the two hypotheses (also see Wallsten 1972).

What are the results in the few studies in our sample that examined the use of base

rates using trial-by-trial feedback?  Only 4 of these 11 studies (Manis et al. 1980; Lopes

1987; Lindeman et al. 1988) systematically explored the effect of repetition and feedback

by comparing a feedback and a no-feedback condition.  Table 1 summarizes the results of

these four studies.  Although the small sample size limits the generalizability of the

findings, the results in Table 1 indicate that providing people with an opportunity to learn

does increase the extent to which base rates are used, and does bring Bayesian inferences

closer to the norm.

However, cautionary notes are in order: Manis et al.ís findings have been suggested

to be consistent with reliance on representativeness (Bar-Hillel & Fischhoff 1981); in

Lindeman et al.ís (1988) study the effect of learning did not generalize to a new problem

(which according to Lindeman et al. could be due to a floor effect), and in Lopesí (1987)

studies the effects of performance-dependent feedback and a training procedure cannot be

separated.  Furthermore, Medin and Edelson (1988) caution that peopleís use of base-rate

information ìmust be qualified in terms of particular learning strategies, category

structures, and types of testsî (p. 81).

[Insert Table 1]

In the same sample of studies, we also found some that investigated the effect on

Bayesian reasoning of ìmere practice,î that is, the use of repeated trials without feedback.

According to these studies, even mere practice can make a difference.  With repeated

exposure, it seems that ìrespondents tended to be influenced by the base rate information



to a greater degreeî (Hinsz, Tindale, Nagao, Davis & Robertson 1988, p. 135; see also

Fischhoff, Slovic & Lichtenstein 1979, p. 347).  Moreover, mere practice seems to

increase slightly the proportion of Bayesian responses (Gigerenzer & Hoffrage 1995), and

can increase markedly participantsí consistency (i.e., in applying the same cognitive

algorithm across tasks).  Mere practice also may drastically alter the distribution of

responses: ìin the one-judgment task, subjects appear to respond with one of the values

given, whereas when given many problems, they appear to integrate the informationî

(Birnbaum & Mellers 1983 p. 796).

Taken together, these examples illustrate that repetition of trials combined with

performance feedback, and to some extent even mere practice (repetition without

feedback), can improve participantsí judgments in tasks in which it has been alleged that

ìinformation about base rates is generally observed to be ignoredî (Evans & Bradshaw

1986, p. 16).

Research on the base-rate fallacy is not the only line of research in behavioral

decision making where feedback and repetition seem to matter.  Another example is

research on ìpreference reversals,î in which most participants choose gamble A over B but

then state that their minimum willingness-to-accept price for A is less than the price of B

(Lichtenstein & Slovic 1971).  This basic finding has been replicated many times with a

great variety of gambles.  In a repeated context, however, preference reversals are not as

recalcitrant as this research makes them seem.  For instance, Berg, Dickhaut, and O'Brien

(1985), Hamm (reported in Berg et al. 1985), and Chu and Chu (1990) observed that the

number of preference reversals decreases if participants repeat the experiment.  Berg et al.

(1985) concluded that ìthese findings are consistent with the idea that economic theory



describes the asymptotic behavior of individuals after they have become acclimated to the

taskî (p. 47).  Chu and Chu (1990), who embedded their study in a market context,

concluded that ìthree transactions were all that was needed to wipe out preference

reversals completelyî (p. 909).

Some have questioned the importance of learning (e.g., Brehmer 1980).  Thaler

(1987), among others, has argued that the equilibrium and convergence argument is

misguided because ìwhen major decisions are involved, most people get too few trials to

receive much trainingî (p. 122).  While it may be true that for some situations there is little

opportunity for training, it is noteworthy that novices in real-life settings often have the

opportunity to seek advice from others in high-stake ìfirst trialsîóan option not available in

most experiments in both psychology and economics.  Moreover, in the first trial, a novice

might use a range of other strategies, such as trying to convert the task into hedge

trimming rather than tree felling (Connolly 1988) in order to get feedback, holding back

reserves, or finding ways to avoid firm commitments (see also Etzioniís 1989 notion of

ìhumble decision makingî).

To conclude this section, testing a stimulus (e.g., a gamble, an inference task, a

judgment task, or a choice task) only once is likely to produce high variability in the

obtained data (e.g., less consistency in the cognitive processes).  In the first trial, the

participant might still be in the process of trying to understand the experimental

instructions, the setting, the procedure, and the experimenterís intentions.  The more often

the participant works on the same stimulus, the more stable the stimulus interpretation

(and the less pronounced the test anxiety; Beach & Phillips 1967) and the resulting

behavior (as long as the situation is incentive-compatible and participants are neither bored



nor distracted).  Peopleís performance in early trials, in other words, does not necessarily

reflect their reasoning competence in later trials.  We propose that psychologists consider

using stationary replication, that is, repetition of one-shot decisions and game situations as

well as feedback, and not restrict their attention to one-shot trials in which participants

may be confused and have not had an opportunity to learn.

Last but not least, which design is appropriate is not only a methodological issue.

The appropriateness of a design depends crucially on what aspects of behavior and

cognition a given theory is designed to capture.  Although recently economists have

become increasingly interested in learning, prevailing theories in economics still focus on

equilibrium behavior.  In contrast, many (but not all) psychological judgment and decision-

making theories are not explicit about the kind of behavior they targetófirst impressions,

learning, or equilibrium behavioróand also do not explicate how feedback and learning

may affect it.  Clearly, if theories in psychology were more explicit about the target

behavior, then the theories rather than the experimenter would define the appropriate test

conditions, and thus questions about whether or not to use repeated trials would be less

likely to arise.

3. Financial Incentives Versus No Incentives

While important objections have been raised to the way financial incentives are often

structured (e.g., Harrison 1989, 1992), experimental economists who do not use them at

all can count on not getting their results published.  Camerer and Hogarth (in press)

reported ìthat a search of the American Economic Review for 1970 through 1997 did not

turn up a single published experimental study in which subjects were not paid according to

performanceî (p. 14).  As Roth (1995) observed, ìthe question of actual versus



hypothetical choices has become one of the fault lines that have come to distinguish

experiments published in the economics journals from those published in psychology

journalsî (p. 86).

Economists use financial incentives for at least four reasons.  The first is the

widespread belief among experimental economists that salient payoffs (rewards or

punishment) reduce performance variability (Davis & Holt 1993, p. 25).  The second is the

assumption that the saliency of financial incentives is easier to gauge and implement than

most alternative incentives.  The third is the assumption that most of us want more of it

(so it is fairly reliable across participants), and there is no satiation over the course of an

experiment (not so with German chocolate cake, grade points, etc.).  The fourth, and

arguably the most important argument motivating financial incentives is that most

economics experiments test economic theory, which provides a comparatively unified

framework built on maximization assumptions (of utility, profit, revenue, etc.) and defines

standards of optimal behavior.  Thus, economic theory lends itself to straightforward

translations into experiments employing financial incentives.

This framework is sometimes interpreted as exclusively focusing on the monetary

structure at the expense of the social structure.  We believe this to be a misunderstanding.

Every experiment that employs financial incentives implicitly also suggests something

about other motivators (e.g., altruism, trust, reciprocity, or fairness).  For example, if in

prisonerís dilemma games (or public good, trust, ultimatum, or dictator games) the

behavior of participants does not correspond to the game-theoretic predictions, that is, if

they show more altruism (trust, reciprocity, or fairness) than the theory predicts, then

these findings also tell us something about the other non-monetary motivators (assuming



that demand effects are carefully controlled, and the experiments successfully implement

the game-theoretic model).

Psychologists typically do not rely on a similarly unified theoretical framework that

can be easily translated into experimental design.  Moreover, in some important

psychological domains, standards of optimal behavior are not as clearly defined (e.g., in

mate choice), if they can be defined at all, or conflicting norms have been proposed (e.g.,

in hypothesis testing, probabilistic reasoning).  In addition, there is the belief that ìour

subjects are the usual middle-class achievement-oriented people who wish to provide

[maximal performance]î (Dawes 1996, p. 20), which seems to suggest that financial

incentives are superfluous.  Along similar lines, Camerer (1995) observed that

ìpsychologists presume subjects are cooperative and intrinsically motivated to perform

wellî (p. 599).

To quantify how different the conventions in economics and psychology are with

regard to financial incentives, we examined all articles published in the Journal of

Behavioral Decision Making (JBDM) in the 10-year period spanning 1988 (the year the

journal was founded) to 1997.  We chose JBDM because it is one of the major outlets for

behavioral decision researchers.  As such it provides a reasonably representative sample of

the experimental practices in this domain.  As our unit of analysis we took empirical,

experimental studiesóa typical JBDM article reports severalóin which some kind of

performance criterion was used, or in which participants were provided with an explicit

choice scenario involving monetary consequences.

In addition to studies in which no performance criterion was specified, we excluded

studies in which no financial incentives could have been employed because experimenters



compared performance across rather than within participants (i.e., between-subjects

designs).  In addition, we excluded studies in which the main focus was not on the

performance criterionóeither because it was only one among many explored variables or

because processes rather than outcomes were examined.  Finally, we omitted studies in

which experimenters explicitly instructed participants that there were no right or wrong

answers, or that we could not classify unequivocally (e.g., ambiguous performance

criteria, or the description of the study leaves it open whether financial incentives were

employed at all).

 Our criteria were intentionally strict and committed us to evaluating each study in

its own right and not with respect to some ideal study (e.g., we did not assume that each

study that explored the understanding of verbal and numerical probabilities could have

employed financial incentives only because Olson & Budescu, 1997, thought of an

ingenious way to do it).  These strict criteria stacked the deck against the claim that

psychologists hardly use payments, as studies that could have employed payments if run

differently were excluded.

We included 186 studies in the analysis.  Out of those 186 studies, 48 (26%)

employed financial incentives.  Since JBDM publishes articles at the intersection of

psychology, management sciences, and economics, and experimental economists such as

John Hey and David Grether are on the editorial board, this ratio is very likely an

overestimate of the use of financial incentives in related domains of psychological

research.  If one subtracts studies in which at least one of the authors is an economist or is

affiliated with an economics department, then the percentage of studies using financial

incentives declines to 22% (40 of 178 studies).  If one additionally subtracts studies in



which at least one of the authors is one of the few psychologists in behavioral decision

making who frequently or exclusively use monetary incentives (Budescu, Herrnstein,

Rapoport, and Wallsten), then the ratio declines still further to 15% (25 of 163).  This

survey suggests that financial incentives are indeed not the norm in behavioral decision

making.

Our conclusion is also supported by a second sample of studies that we analyzed.

As described in Section 2, we examined 106 studies on the Bayesian reasoning.  These

studies were published in a variety of journals, including journals from social psychology

(e.g., Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Journal of Experimental Social

Psychology), cognitive psychology (e.g., Cognition, Cognitive Psychology), and judgment

and decision making (e.g., Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes,

JBDM).  Thus, this sample represents a cross-section of journals.  Of these 106 base-rate

studies, only two to three provided financial incentives (Studies 1 and 2 in Nelson, Biernat

& Manis 1990; and possibly Kahneman & Tverskyís 1973 study).

3.1. Do Financial Incentives Matter?

Given the typical economistís and psychologistís sharply diverging practices, it is not

surprising to see diverging answers to the question of whether financial incentives matter.

There is overwhelming consensus among economists that financial incentives affect

performance for the better (e.g., Smith 1991; Harrison 1992; Davis & Holt 1993; Smith &

Walker 1993a,b; Roth 1995).  Consequently, experimental economists have hotly debated

the ìgrowing body of evidence [from psychology]ómainly of an experimental natureóthat

has documented systematic departures from the dictates of rational economic behaviorî

(Hogarth & Reder 1987, p. vii; see e.g., Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky 1982; Tversky &



Kahneman 1981; Kahneman & Tversky 1996), often on the grounds that such departures

have been shown primarily in experiments without financial incentives (e.g., Smith 1991,

p. 887).

The rationale behind this criticism is that economists think of ìcognitive effortî as a

scarce resource that people have to allocate strategically.  If participants are not paid

contingent on their performance, economists argue, then they will not invest cognitive

effort to avoid making judgment errors, whereas if payoffs are provided that satisfy

saliency and dominance requirements (Smith 1976, 1982; but see also Harrison 1989 and

19925), then ìsubject decisions will move closer to the theoristís optimum and result in a

reduction in the variance of decision errorî (Smith & Walker 1993a, p. 260; there is an

interesting link to the psychology studies on the relationship between ìneed for cognitionî

and the quality of decision making: see e.g., Smith & Levin 1996).  Believers in the reality

of violations of rational economic behavior in both psychology and economics have

dismissed this criticism (e.g., Thaler 1987; Tversky & Kahneman 1987).

Our 10-year sample of empirical studies published in JBDM was not selected to

demonstrate whether financial incentives matter; therefore it can add systematic empirical

evidence.  Recall that in our sample of JBDM studies, 48 of 186 studies (26%) employed

financial incentives.  In only 10 of those 48 studies, however, was the effect of payments

systematically explored, either by comparing a payment to a nonpayment condition or by

comparing different payment schemes.  What results were obtained in those 10 studies?

For the studies in which the necessary information was given, we calculated the

effect size eta, which can be defined as the square root of the proportion of variance

accounted for (Rosenthal & Rosnow 1991).  Eta is identical to the Pearson product-



moment correlation coefficient when df = 1, as in the case when two conditions are being

compared.  According to Cohenís (1988) classification of effect sizes, values of eta of .1,

.3, and .5 constitute a small, medium, and large effect size, respectively.  As can be seen in

Table 2, the effect sizes for financial incentives ranged from small to (very) large,

confirming findings in other review studies (e.g., Camerer & Hogarth in press).

[Insert Table 2]

In the majority of cases where payments made a difference, they improved peopleís

performance.  Specifically, payments decreased a framing effect (Levin, Chapman &

Johnson 1988), made people take the cost of information into account, and increased their

confidence in decisions based on highly diagnostic information (Van Wallendael &

Guignard 1992).  In an auction experiment, payments brought bids closer to optimality

and reduced data variability (Irwin, McClelland & Schulze 1992).  Payments also

decreased the percentage of ties in gamble evaluations relative to nonviolations of the

dominance principle (Mellers, Berretty & Birnbaum 1995) and, when combined with

ìsimultaneousî judgment, eliminated preference reversals (OrdÛÒez, Mellers, Chang &

Robert 1995).  In addition, payments reduced the noncomplementarity of judgments

(Yaniv & Schul 1997), brought peopleís allocation decisions closer to the prescriptions of

an optimal model (when self-regarding behavior could be punished; Allison & Messick

1990), and induced people to expend more effort (in terms of external search and internal

nonsearch processing) in making choices (Hulland & Kleinmuntz 1994).  In only two

cases did payments seem to impair performance: They escalated commitment and time

spent obtaining retrospective information (sunk cost effect, Beeler & Hunton 1997; but



see the methodological problems mentioned in Table 2) and accentuated a (suboptimal)

information diagnosticity effect (Van Wallendael & Guignard 1992).

In a few cases, payments did not make a difference.  As Table 2 shows, they did not

improve either confidence judgments (Levin et al. 1988; Van Wallendael & Guignard

1992) or patterns of information purchase and probability ratings based on that

information (Van Wallendael 1995).  They also did not decrease the proportion of

violations of the dominance principle (Mellers et al. 1995), nor did they increase the

accuracy of participantsí responses to general knowledge items (Yaniv & Schul 1997).

Given that Table 2 reports all studies of the JBDM sample that systematically

explored the effect of financial incentives, we conclude that, although payments do not

guarantee optimal decisions, in many cases they bring decisions closer to the predictions of

the normative models.  Moreover, and equally important, they can reduce data variability

substantially.  These results are in line with Smith and Walkerís (1993a) survey of 31

experimental studies reporting on the effects of financial incentives and decision costs

(including, e.g., Grether & Plottís 1979 study of preference reversals).  Specifically, Smith

and Walker (1993a) concluded that ìin virtually all cases rewards reduce the variance of

the data around the predicted outcomeî (p. 245, see further evidence in Grether 1980;

Jamal & Sunder 1991; Smith & Walker 1993a; Harless & Camerer 1994).

Aside from the Smith and Walker study, four other recent review articles have

explored the effect of financial incentives.  First, Camerer and Hogarth (in press) reviewed

74 studies (e.g., on judgment and decision making, games, and market experiments) and

compared the behavior of experimental participants who did and did not receive payments

according to their performance.  Camerer and Hogarth found cases in which financial



incentives helped, hurt, did not make a difference, and made a difference although it was

not clear whether for better or worse because there was no standard for optimal

performance.  More specifically, however, Camerer and Hogarth found that financial

incentives have the largest effect in ìjudgment and decisionî studiesóour focus and running

example of the sharply differing practices between experimental economists and

psychologists: Out of 28 studies, in 15 financial incentives helped, in 5 they did not have

an effect, and in 8 they had negative effects.  Regarding the latter, however, Camerer and

Hogarth wrote that the ìeffects are often unclear for various methodological reasonsî (p.

6).  Moreover, Camerer and Hogarth reported that in those studies in which incentives did

not affect mean performance, they ìdid reduce variationî (p. 8).

Second, Harrison and Rutstroem (in press), drawing on 40 studies, accumulated

overwhelming evidence of a ìhypothetical biasî in value elicitation methods.  Simply put,

they found that when people are asked hypothetically what they would be willing to pay to

maintain an environmental good (e.g., the vista of the Grand Canyon), they systematically

overstate their true willingness-to-pay (see also Harrison, 1999, for a blunt assessment and

methodological discussion of the state of the art of contingent valuation studies).  Camerer

and Hogarth (in press) mentioned the Harrison and Rutstroem study briefly under the

heading ìWhen incentives affect behavior, but there is no performance standard.î  We

believe this to be a misclassification.  In our view, true willingness-to-pay is a norm against

which ìcheap talkî can be measured.

Third, in a meta-analytic review of empirical research (from several applied

psychology journals) Jenkins, Mitra, Gupta and Shaw (1998) found financial incentives to

be related to performance quantity (e.g., exam completion time) but not quality (e.g.,



coding accuracy; the authors stressed that this result ought to be ìviewed with caution

because it is based on only six studies,î p. 783).  They found an effect size for performance

quantity of .34 (point-biserial correlation), which is considered to be of medium size (e.g.,

Rosenthal & Rosnow 1991).  In addition, they reported that the relation between financial

incentives and performance is weakest in laboratory experiments (as compared, e.g., to

field experiments)ópossibly because ìlaboratory studies typically use small incentivesî

(Jenkins et al. 1998, p. 784).  While their review does not address the impact of financial

incentives on intrinsic motivation directly, they concluded that ìour results ... go a long

way toward dispelling the myth that financial incentives erode intrinsic motivationî (p.

784).  Fourth, and of relevance in light of Jenkins et al.ís results, Prendergast (1999)

reviewed the effect of incentive provision in firms and found that there is a positive

relationship between financial incentives and performance.

To conclude, concerning the controversial issue of the effects of financial incentives,

there seems to be agreement on at least the following points: First, financial incentives

matter more in some areas than in others (e.g., see Camerer & Hogarthís, in press,

distinction between judgment and decision vs. games and markets).  Second, they matter

more often than not in those areas that we explore here (in particular, research on

judgment and decision making), which are relevant for both psychologists and economists.

Third, the obtained effects seemed to be two-fold, namely, convergence of the data

toward the performance criterion and reduction of the dataís variance.  Based on these

results, we propose that psychologists in behavioral decision making consider using

financial incentives.  Although ìasking purely hypothetical questions is inexpensive, fast

and convenientî (Thaler, 1987 p. 120), we conjecture that the benefits of being able to run



many studies do not outweigh the costs of generating results of questionable reliability

(see also Beattie & Loomes 1997, p. 166).

In addition, only by paying serious attention to financial incentives can psychologists

conduct systematic research on many open issues.  For instance, under which conditions

do financial incentives improve, not matter to, or impair task performance (for previous

research on these conditions, see, e.g., Schwartz 1982; Hogarth et al. 1991; Payne,

Bettman & Johnson 1992; Wilcox 1993; Pelham & Neter 1995; Beattie & Loomes

1997)?6  How do incentives (and opportunity costs) affect decision strategies and

information processing (e.g., Wallsten & Barton 1982; Stone & Schkade 1994; Payne,

Bettman & Luce 1996), and how do they interact with other kinds of incentives (e.g.,

social incentives) and motives?7  Some of the reported research also highlights the need to

understand better how incentives interact with other variables of experimental design (e.g.,

repetition of trials, Chu & Chu 1990, and presentation of gambles, OrdÛÒez et al. 1995;

see also Camerer 1995, Section I and Camerer & Hogarth in press), and to establish what

kinds of salient and dominant rewards are effective (e.g., the problem of flat maxima, see

von Winterfeldt & Edwards 1982; Harrison 1994).

Ultimately, the debate over financial incentives is also an expression of the precision

of the theories or a lack thereof.  Economists virtually always pay because the explicit

domain of economic theories is extrinsically motivated economic behavior.  Psychological

theories in behavioral decision making often do not make it completely clear what

behavior they targetóintrinsically or extrinsically motivated behavior.  If theories were

more explicit about their domain and the implicated motivation, then they rather than the

experimenters would define the appropriate test conditions.



We conclude this section by briefly discussing two possible reasons for mixed results

(3.1.1.), and whether and how payments affect intrinsic motivation (3.1.2.).

3.1.1. Reasons for the Mixed Results?

The majority of the results in Table 2 are inconsistent with studies that did not find

any effect of payment (see, e.g., the studies mentioned in Hogarth et al. 1991; Stone &

Ziebart 1995; Dawes 1988).  How can these discrepant results be explained?  There are at

least two possible explanations.  The first was pointed out by Harrison (1994 p. 240), who

reexamined some of Kahneman and Tverskyís studies on cognitive illusions that used

financial incentives and concluded that the majority of these experiments lack payoff

dominance (see Footnote 5).  In other words, not choosing the theoretically optimal

alternative costs participants in these experiments too little.  Based on new experiments

(e.g., on preference reversals and base-rate neglect) that were designed to satisfy the

dominance requirement, Harrison (1994) concluded that in his redesigned experiments

observed choice behavior is consistent with the predictions of economic theory.

A second possible explanation can be drawn from the existence of multiple and

contradictory norms against which performance might be compared (see, e.g., the

controversy between Kahneman & Tversky 1996 and Gigerenzer 1996; see also Hilton

1995 on the issue of conversational logic).  The problem of multiple and ambiguous norms

may be compounded by a focus on coherence criteria (e.g., logical consistency, rules of

probability) over correspondence criteria, which relate human performance to success in

the real world (e.g., speed, accuracy, frugality).  Clearly, if multiple norms exist and the

experimenter does not clarify the criterion for which participants should aim (e.g., by

specification of payoffs), then payment will not necessarily bring their responses closer to



the normative criterion the experimenter has in mind.  More generally, as argued by

Edwards (1961):

Experiments should be designed so that each subject has enough information to

resolve ambiguities about how to evaluate the consequences of his own behavior

which are inherent in conflicting value dimensions.  That means that the subject

should have the information about costs and payoffsÖnecessary to evaluate each

course of action relative to all others available to him. (p. 283)

3.1.2. How Do Financial Incentives Affect Intrinsic Motivation?

An important argument against the use of financial incentives is that they crowd out

intrinsic motivation (if it exists).  This argument can be traced back to Lepper, Greene,

and Nisbettís (1973) finding that after being paid to perform an activity they seemed to

enjoy, participants invested less effort in the activity when payoffs ceased.  Lepper et al.

interpreted participantsí initial apparent enjoyment of the activity as evidence of intrinsic

motivation and their subsequent decrease in effort expenditure as evidence of the negative

impact of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic motivation.  A huge literature has evolved

consequently.  Drawing on an extensive meta-analysis by Cameron and Pierce (1994),

Eisenberger and Cameron (1996) performed a meta-analysis on the question of whether

financial incentives really undermine intrinsic motivation.

Based on their examination of two main measures of intrinsic motivation, namely,

the free time spent on the task post-reward and the expressed attitude toward the task,

they did not find that completion-dependent reward (i.e., reward for completing a task or

solving a problem) had any negative effect.  Moreover, they found that quality-dependent

reward (i.e., reward for the quality of oneís performance relative to some normative



standard) had a positive effect on expressed attitudes toward the task.  Ironically, the only

measure on which Eisenberger and Cameron (1996) found a reliable negative effect was

the free time spent carrying out the activity following performance-independent reward

(i.e., reward for simply taking part in an activity), the type of reward commonly used in

psychological experiments.  Eisenberger and Cameron (1996) concluded that ìclaimed

negative effects of reward on task interest and creativity have attained the status of myth,

taken for granted despite considerable evidence that the conditions producing these effects

are limited and easily remediedî (p. 1154).

The conclusions of Cameron and colleagues have been challenged (e.g., Kohn 1996;

Lepper, Keavney & Drake 1996; Deci, Koestner & Ryan in press; see also the debate in

the American Psychologist, June 1998).  Deci et al. provided the most recent ìmeta-

analytic review of experiments examining the effects of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic

motivation;î they also discussed the procedure employed by Eisenberger and Cameron

(1996).  Not surprisingly, Deci et al. come to very different conclusions, confirming the

classic finding that tangible rewards (i.e., financial incentives) undermine intrinsic

motivation.  One important bone of contention is the definition of the relevant set of

studies.  Deci et al. argued that it ought to be confined to ìinterestingî tasks, and ought to

exclude ìboringî tasks, some of which Eisenberg and Cameron included.  In sum, there is

agreement that rewards can be used as a technique of control; disagreement exists as to

unintended consequences of rewards.  We believe that the situation calls for a meta-

analysis done by the two camps and a jointly determined arbiter following the model of

ìadversarial collaborationî proposed by Kahneman and exemplified in Mellers, Hertwig,

and Kahneman (2000).  In the meantime, we believe that the boring nature of many



experiments and the available evidence reported here suggest that financial incentives

matter in tasks examined in behavioral decision making (see Table 1; Camerer & Hogarth

in press) and thus ought to be considered, unless previous studies show that financial

incentives do not matter for a particular task.8

4. Honesty Versus Deception

Deceiving participants is generally taboo among experimental economists (Davis &

Holt 1993, p. 24) and, indeed, economics studies that use deception can probably be

counted on two hands.9  Davis and Holt (1993, pp. 23-24; see also Hey 1991; Ledyard

1995) gave the following typical rationale for economistsí reasons to argue against

deception (for a rare dissenting view in economics, see Bonetti 1998, but see also the

comments of Hey 1998; McDaniel & Starmer 1998):

The researcher should...be careful to avoid deceiving participants.  Most economists

are very concerned about developing and maintaining a reputation among the

student population for honesty in order to ensure that subject actions are motivated

by the induced monetary rewards rather than by psychological reactions to

suspected manipulation.  Subjects may suspect deception if it is present.  Moreover,

even if subjects fail to detect deception within a session, it may jeopardize future

experiments if the subjects ever find out that they were deceived and report this

information to their friends.

Even if participants initially were to take part in experiments out of a sense of

cooperation, intrinsic motivation, or the like, economists reason that they will probably

become distrustful and start second-guessing the purpose of experiments as soon as they

hear about such deception.  In other words, economists fear reputational spillover effects



of deceptive practices even if only a few of their tribe practice it.  In the parlance of

economists, participantsí expectation that they will not be deceived (i.e., honesty on the

part of the experimenter) is a common good of sorts (such as air or water) that would be

depleted (contaminated) quickly if deception was allowed and the decision about its use

left to each experimenterís own cost-benefit analysis.  On theoretical and empirical

grounds, economists do not trust experimenters to make an unbiased analysis of the

(private) benefits of deception and its (public) costs.  The temptation, or, in economistsí

parlance, the ìmoral hazardî to capture the private benefits of deception is perceived to be

simply too strong.  Indeed, given that the American Psychological Association (APA)

ethics guidelines (APA 1992, p. 1609) propose to employ deception as a last-resort

strategy, to be used only after careful weighing of benefits and costs, the frequent use of

deception in some areas of psychology seems to confirm economistsí fear.

Take the highest ranked journal in social psychology, the Journal of Personality and

Social Psychology (JPSP), and its predecessor, Journal of Abnormal and Social

Psychology, as an illustration.  After a sharp upswing during the 1960s (where it tripled

from 16% in 1961 to 47% in 1971), the use of deception continued to increase through

the 1970s, reaching its high in 1979 (59%) before dropping to 50% in 1983 (Adair,

Dushenko & Lindsay 1985).  Since then it has fluctuated between 31% and 47% (1986:

32%, 1992: 47%, 1994: 31%, 1996: 42%; as reported in Sieber, Iannuzzo & Rodriguez,

1995; Nicks, Korn & Mainieri 1997; and Epley & Huff 1998).

While some of these fluctuations may reflect different definitions of what constitutes

deception (e.g., compare the more inclusive criteria employed by Sieber et al. with the

criteria used by Nicks et al.), a conservative estimate would be that every third study



published in JPSP in the 1990s employed deception.  (In other social psychological

journals, e.g., Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, the proportion is even higher;

Adair et. al. 1985; Nicks et al. 1997.)  The widespread use of deception in social

psychology in recent years contrasts markedly with its decidedly more selective use in the

1950s and earlier (Adair et al. 1985).  Although deception is likely to be most frequent in

social psychology, it is not restricted to it (see Sections 5.1 and 5.3 in the discussion).

Why do psychologists use deception?  Although some critics of the frequent use of

deception attributed it to a ìfun-and-games approachî (Ring 1967, p. 117) to psychological

experimentation, todayís primary motivation for deception seems to rest on at least two

serious methodological arguments:  First, if participants were aware of the true purpose of

a study, they might respond strategically and the investigator might lose experimental

control.  For instance, one might expect participants to ìbend over backwardsî (Kimmel

1996, p. 68) to show how accepting they are of members of other races if they know that

they are participating in a study of racial prejudices.  To the extent that psychologists,

more than economists, are interested in social behavior and ìsensitiveî issues, in which

knowledge of the true purpose of a study could affect participantsí behavior (e.g.,

attitudes and opinions), one might expect deception to be used more often in psychology.

The second argument is that deception can be used to produce situations of special

interest that are unlikely to arise naturally (e.g., an emergency situation in which bystander

effects can be studied).

Despite ìwidespread agreementî that deception is a ìmethodological necessityî

(Kimmel 1996, p. 68), and the claim that there is no reason to worry about the

methodological consequences of deception (e.g., Smith & Richardson 1983; Christensen



1988; Sharpe, Adair & Roese 1992), its use has been a longstanding and persistent

concern in psychology.  Anticipating economistsí common good argument, Wallsten

(1982) suggested that the erosion of participantsí trust would hurt everyone who relies on

the participant pool.  While some authors proposed cosmetic changes in the use of

deception (e.g., Taylor & Shepperd 1996), others proposed more dramatic measures (e.g.,

Vinacke 1954; Kelman 1967; Schultz 1969; Newberry 1973; Baumrind 1985; MacCoun &

Kerr 1987; Ortmann & Hertwig 1997, 1998).

4.1. Does Deception Matter?

Our concern here is pragmatic not ethical (see Baumrind 1964, 1971, 1985), that is,

we are interested in the methodological consequences of the use of deception on

participantsí attitudes, expectations, and in particular, on participantsí behavior in

experiments.  Before we discuss the available evidence, it is useful to conceptualize the

interaction between participant and experimenter as a one-sided prisonerís dilemma, or

principal-agent game.  Such a game models the relationship between an agent and a

principal, both of whom can either contribute their respective assets (trust for the

principal, honesty for the agent) or withhold them.  In the current context, the

experimenter (agent) can choose either to deceive participants or to be truthful about the

setting and purpose of the experiment, while the participant (principal) can choose either

to trust the experimenter or to doubt the experimenterís claims.  The game-theoretic

predictions for a one-shot principal-agent game are, dependent on the parameterization,

clear-cut: The agent will defectóat least with some probability.  The principal, anticipating

the defection, will doubt the experimenterís claimsóat least with some probability (see

Ortmann and Colander, 1997, for two typical parameterizations).



The interaction between agent and principal, of course, is not likely to be a one-shot

game.  Participants (principals) may come into the laboratory either inexperienced or

experienced (by way of previous participation in deception experiments).  If they are

experienced, then that experience may bear directly on their expectation of the

experimenter action choice.  If they are inexperienced, then other participantsí experience

may still bear on their expectation.  If participants have reason to trust the experimenter,

they may act like the ìgoodî (Orne 1962) or ìobedientî (Fillenbaum 1966) participants they

are often assumed to be in psychology (see Rosenthal & Rosnow 1991).  If they have

reason to believe that the agent will deceive them, however, their behavior may range from

suspicious to apathetic (Newberry 1973) and negativistic (Weber & Cook 1972;

Christensen 1977).

Experimental results from trust games suggest that people (participants) may accept

being fooled once, but not twice (Dickhaut, Hubbard & McCabe 1995).  Recent results

reported by Krupat and Garonzik (1994) also suggest that prior experience with deception

affects participantsí expectations, that is, increases their suspicion (see also Epley & Huff

1998).  According to Krupat and Garonzik (1994), such suspicion is likely to introduce

ìconsiderable random noiseî into their responses (p. 219).  In this context it is interesting

to note that Stang (1976) already pointed out that the percentage of suspicious

participants (in conformity experiments)  tracked closely the increase of the use of

deception through the 1960s.

Ironically, the APA ethical guidelines concerning debriefing may exacerbate rather

than diminish participantsí suspicion: ìDeception that is an integral part of the design and

conduct of an experiment must be explained to participants as early as it is feasible,



preferably at the conclusion of their participation, but no later than at the conclusion of the

researchî (APA 1992, p. 1609).  From an ethical point of view, debriefing is the right thing

to do; from a pragmatic point of view, however, it only undermines the trust of actual and

potential participants and thereby contaminates the data collected in future experiments:

ìEach time this quite proper moral requirement is met the general impression that

psychologists commonly deceive is strengthenedî (Mixon 1972, p. 145).

Notwithstanding this concern regarding the use of deception, a number of researchers

in psychology have advocated its use on the grounds that participants have a favorable

attitude toward it.  Smith and Richardson (1983), for example, observed that participants in

experiments involving deception reported having enjoyed, and indeed having benefited from,

the experience more than those in experiments without deception.  Summing up his review

of research on the impact of deception on participants, Christensen (1988) concluded: ìThis

review ... has consistently revealed that research participants do not perceive that they are

harmed and do not seem to mind being misled.  In fact, evidence exists suggesting that

deception experiments are more enjoyable and beneficial than nondeception experimentsî (p.

668).  In Christensenís (1988) view, ìthe scale seems to be tilted in favor of continuing the

use of deception in psychological researchî (p. 664; see also Aitkenhead & Dordoy 1985;

Sharpe et al. 1992).

However, even if undergraduate participants tell experimenters (often their

professors) the truth about how they feel about deception and genuinely do not mind it

(Smith & Richardson 1983), which is by no means a universal finding (e.g., Cook, Bean,

Calder, Frey, Krovetz & Reisman 1970; Epstein, Suedfeld & Silverstein 1973; Allen 1983;

Rubin 1985; Oliansky 1991; Fisher & Fyrberg 1994), we believe that studies of feelings



about and attitudes toward deception overlook a key issue, namely, the extent to which

deception affects participantsí behavior in experiments.  Some intriguing findings suggest

that, ironically, it is sometimes the experimenter who is duped in an experiment employing

deception.  For example, Newberry (1973) found that a high percentage of participants

given a tip-off by an experimental confederate do not admit to having had foreknowledge

when questioned later (30%-80% in various conditions)óa result that surely undermines

the frequent assumption that participants are cooperative (e.g., Kimmel 1998; Br d̂er

1998).

MacCoun and Kerr (1987) gave a particularly dramatic example that indicates that

participantsí behavior is affected by the expectation of deception: When a participant had

an epileptic seizure during an experiment, the other participants present appeared to

believe the seizure was a charade perpetrated by the experimenter and a confederate and

therefore initially ignored it.  The only person who immediately helped the victim was the

only one who had no prior psychology coursework (MacCoun & Kerr 1987).  Along the

same lines, Taylor and Shepperd (1996) conducted an experiment in which they used

deception to study the effectiveness of conventional debriefing procedures in detecting

suspicion of deception.  Despite explicit instruction not to communicate while the

experimenter left the room on a pretext, participants talked during the experimenterís

absence and thereby found out that they were being deceived.  In a debriefing, none of

them revealed this discovery.

To conclude, because psychology students are the main data source in psychological

studies (Sieber & Saks 1989), a substantial proportion of participants can be expected to

have experienced deception directly.  Owing to studentsí general expectations (due to



coursework) or direct personal experiences, deception can have (negative) consequences

even in those domains of psychology in which deception is not or is less frequently used.

We therefore concur with the argument advanced by economists and (some) psychologists

that participantsí trust is a public good worth investing in to increase experimental control.

We propose that psychologists view the use of deception as involving a trade-off not only

ìbetween methodological and ethical considerationsî (Kimmel 1996, p. 71), but also

between its methodological costs and benefits.

5. General Discussion

In this article, we have been concerned with practices of psychological

experimentation and their divergence from those of experimental economics.  In particular,

we considered four key variables of experimental design that take on markedly different

realizations in the two disciplines.  We argued that the conventions in economics of

providing and having participants enact a script, repeating trials, giving financial

incentives, and not deceiving participants are de facto regulatory, allowing for

comparatively little variation in experimental practices between researchers.  The

corresponding experimental practices in psychology, by contrast, are not regulated by

strong conventions.  This laissez-faire approach allows for a wide range of experimental

practices, which in turn may increase variability in the data obtained and ultimately may

impede theoretical advances.

Are our findings consonant with psychologistsí and economistsí perceptions of their

own and the other disciplineís practices?  Why do we see different realizations of key

variables across different disciplines and what are the policy implications of our

arguments?  In the next sections, we address each of these questions in turn.



5.1. How Researchers Describe Their Own Practices

and Those of the Other Discipline

We have provided various illustrations for the two theses we proposed, namely, that

(1) key variables of experimental design tend to be realized differently in economics and

psychology and (2) experimental standards in economics are regulatory in that they allow

for little variation between the experimental practices of individual researchers, whereas

experimental standards in psychology are comparatively laissez-faire.

Are these two theses also reflected in the way experimentalists in both fields

describe their own practices?  We conducted a small-scale survey in which we asked

researchers in the fields of behavioral decision making and experimental economics to

respond to nine questions concerning the use of financial incentives, trial-by-trial feedback,

and deception.  The questions asked researchers to describe their own research practices

(e.g., ìHow often do you use performance-contingent payments in your experiments?î),

research practices in their field generally (e.g., ìHow often do you think that experimenters

in economics/JDM research use performance-contingent payments?î), and research

practice in the related field (e.g., ìHow often do you think that experimental

economists/psychologists use performance-contingent payment?î).  Researchers were

asked to provide their responses in terms of absolute frequencies (ìIn __ out of 10

experiments?î); alternatively, they could mark an ìI donít knowî option.

We sent the questionnaire to the electronic mailing lists of the European Association

for Decision Making and the Brunswik Society.  Both societies encompass mostly

European and American psychologists interested in judgment and decision making.  We

also distributed the questionnaire at the 1999 annual meeting of the Economic Science



Association, which is attended by experimental economists.  A total of 26 researchers in

psychology and 40 researchers in economics responded.  Admittedly, the response rate for

psychologists was quite low (the response rate for economists was about 60%); both

samples, however, encompassed well-established as well as young researchers.

Economists estimated that, on average, they used financial incentives in 9.7 out of

10 experiments (MD = 10, SD = .8); trial-by-trial feedback in 8.7 out of 10 experiments

(MD = 9, SD = 2.1), and deception in .17 out of 10 experiments (MD = 0, SD = .44).  In

contrast, psychologistsí average estimates were 2.9 for financial incentives (MD = 1, SD =

3.5), 2.4 for trial-by-trial feedback (MD = 1, SD = 3.2), and 1.7 for deception (MD = 0,

SD = 2.8).  Aside from the drastically different self-reported practices across fields, the

results also demonstrate the wider range of practices within psychology.  Concerning

financial incentives, for instance, 40% of psychologists responded that they never use

financial incentives, whereas 32% use it in half or more of their experiments.  Regarding

deception, 60% stated that they never use it, whereas 20% use it in half or more of their

experiments.  When we asked researchers to characterize the general practices in their

own field on the same measures, we obtained responses close to those described above.

However, researchers in both groups believed that they use financial incentives and trial-

by-trial feedback slightly more often and deception slightly less often than researchers in

their field as a whole.

To what extent are psychologists and economists aware that experimental practices

are different in the other field?  Although the psychologists were aware that practices in

economics differ from those in their own field, they underestimated the extent of the

differences.  On average, they estimated that economists use financial incentives in 5.6 out



of 10 experiments, give trial-by-trial feedback in 3.2 out of 10 experiments, and use

deception in 1.2 out of 10 experiments.  Although economistsí estimates of the use of

financial incentives by psychologists was fairly accurately calibrated (M = 2.3), they

overestimated the use of trial-by-trial feedback (M = 4.5) and deception (M = 5.5) by

psychologists.10

The results of our small-scale survey are consistent with the two theses we

proposed: Experimental practices in behavioral decision making and economics differ and

the research practices of psychologists are much more variable.  Although some of this

variability is likely to be driven by behavioral decision making researchersí interest in

questions that do not lend themselves to the use of financial incentives or trial-by-trial

feedback, we suggest that the large variance in their responses also reflects the lack of

standards committing them to consistency in experimental practices.

5.2. Why Do the Methodological Practices Differ?

There is no simple answer to this question.  Differences in experimental practices are

neither recent nor confined to cross-disciplinary comparisons.  Danziger (1990) identified

at least three diverging models of investigative practice in early modern psychology: the

Wundtian, the clinical, and the Galtonian.  According to Danziger (1990), the

investigatorsí different research goals drove different practices.  Whether one wanted to

learn about pathological states (French investigators of hypnosis), individual differences

(Galton), or elementary processes in the generalized human mind (Wundt) determined

what investigative situations seemed appropriate.  Researchers in contemporary

psychology pursue a multitude of research goals as well, and not only those of early

modern psychology.  To the extent that Danzigerís (1990) thesis that different goals give



rise to different investigative practices is valid, the heterogeneity of experimental practices

within psychology therefore should not be surprising.11

In contrast to psychology, experimental economics displays much less variability in

research goals.  Roth (1995) identified tests of models of individual choice and game

theory (especially those involving industrial organization topics) as the early

preoccupations of experimental economists.  The later game-theoretic reframing, over the

past dozen years, of nearly every field in economicsófrom microeconomic and industrial

organization theory (e.g., Kreps 1990; Tirole 1988) to macroeconomic policy issues

(Barro 1990)óprovided a unifying theoretical framework that could easily be translated

into experimental design.

Yet another aspect that helped to promote the comparative homogeneity of

experimental practices within economics was its status as the ìnew kid on a hostile blockî

(Lopes 1994, p. 218).  In light of severe criticisms from prominent economists who

claimed that it was impossible to make scientific progress by conducting experiments (e.g.,

Russell & Wilkinson 1979; Lipsey 1979; see The Economist May 8, 1999, p. 84), it is not

surprising that economics was ìmore self-conscious about its scienceî (Lopes 1994, p.

218) and methodology than psychology.  This explanation suggest that widely shared

research goals and the prevalent rational-actor paradigm forced certain conventions and

practices on experimental economists in a bid to gain acceptance within their profession.

Last but not least it is noteworthy that throughout the 1970s and 1980s, experimental

economics was concentrated at about a half dozen sites in the United States and Europe.

We conjecture that this concentration helped the comparatively small number of

experimental economists to agree on generally accepted rules of experimentation.



To conclude, several factors may account for the differing experimental practices in

psychology and economics.  Multiple research goals and the lack of a unifying theoretical

framework that easily translates into experimental design may have promoted

methodological variability in psychology.  In contrast, the necessity to justify their

practices within the discipline, an unusual concentration of key players in a few

laboratories during the take-off phase, and the unifying framework provided by game

theory may have helped economists to standardize their methodology.

5.3. Policy Implication: Subject Experimental Practices to Experimentation

As recently argued by Zwick et al. (1999, p. 6), methodological differences between

psychology and economics are (at least partly) ìderivativesî of differences in the

assumptions commonly invoked (explicitly or implicitly) by economists and psychologists

in the study of human choice.  In our view this argument must not be read as a justification

to do business as usual.  Neither psychologists nor economists have reason to avoid an

interdisciplinary dialogue on the diverging methodologies for several reasons.  First, some

of the methodological differencesóin particular, the (non)use of deception and scripts, but

also the issue of abstract versus ìnaturalî scripts (see Footnote 4)óare not derivatives of

theory differences; rather, they seem to be driven by methodological concerns that are

largely independent of differences in theories (e.g., trust of potential participants).

Second, even those experimental practices that can be plausibly considered

derivativesófor instance, financial incentives and repetitionócan also be justified on the

grounds of arguments not tightly linked with theory.  For instance, it seems widely

accepted that financial incentives reduce data variability (increase effect sizes and power of

statistical tests; e.g., Smith & Walker 1993a; Camerer & Hogarth in press).  Similarly, a



likely benefit of repetition is that participants have the chance to familiarize themselves

with all the wrinkles of the unusual situation, and thus, their responses are likely to be

more reliable (Binmore 1994).

Third, even if many psychologists do not endorse standard economic theory, they

are often (particularly in recent decades) interested in testing its various assumptions (e.g.,

transitivity of preferences) or predictions.  Those tests inevitably do entail the question of

what is a ìfairî test of standard economic theoryóa question to which both psychologists

and economists have to find a common answer.  Finally, as economists move closer to

psychologistsí view of human choiceófor instance, Simonís (1957) notion of bounded

rationality, Seltenís (1998) aspiration-adaptation theory, Roth and Erevís (1995) work on

the role of reinforcement learning in games, Camerer and Hoís (in press) work on

reinforcement and belief learning in games, Goeree and Holtís (1999, in press)

incorporation of stochastic elements into game theory (see Rabin, 1998, for many more

examples)óone may envision a long-run convergence toward a common core of axioms in

economics and psychology.  A common ground concerning methodological

practicesóbased upon an interdisciplinary dialogue and empirically informed design

decisionsóis likely to promote a theoretical convergence.

How can economists and psychologists establish such a common ground?  As we

pointed out earlier, we do not hold the conventions and practices in experimental

economics to be the gold standard.  They bring both benefits and costs.  Nevertheless

there is a striking difference between the methodological approaches in psychology and

economics: Economists seem to engage more often in cost-benefit analyses of

methodological practices and to be more willing to enforce standards (e.g., to prohibit



deception) if they are convinced that their benefits outweigh their costs.  We suggest that

psychologists, particularly in the context of justification, should also engage more

frequently in such cost-benefit analyses and, as researchers, collaborators, and reviewers,

enforce standards that are agreed upon as preferable.  This is not to say that psychologists

should adopt economistsí practices lock, stock, and barrel.  Rather, we advocate the

subjection of methodological practices to systematic empirical (as well as theoretical)

analysis.  Applied to the variable of financial incentives, such an approach might be

realized as follows (see also Camerer & Hogarth in press).

Researchers seeking maximal performance ought to make a decision about

appropriate incentives.  This decision should be informed by the evidence available.  If

there is evidence in past research that incentives affect behavior meaningfully in a task

identical to or similar to the one under consideration, then financial (or possibly other)

incentives should be employed.  If previous studies show that financial incentives do not

matter, then not employing incentives can be justified on the basis of this evidence.  In

cases where there is no or only mixed evidence, we propose that researchers employ a

simple ìdo-it-both-waysî rule.  That is, we propose that the different realizations of the key

variables discussed here, such as the use or non-use of financial incentives (or the use of

different financial incentive schemes), be accorded the status of independent variables in

the experiments.  We agree with Camerer and Hogarthís (in press) argument that this

practice would rapidly give rise to a database that would eventually enable experimenters

from both fields to make data-driven decisions about how to realize key variables of

experimental design.



This conditional do-it-both-ways policy should also be applied to two other variables

of experimental design discussed here, namely, scripts and repetition of trials.  In contrast,

we propose that the default practice should be not to deceive participants, and individual

experimenters should be required to justify the methodological necessity of each instance

of deception to institutional review boards, referees, and editors.  We do not exclude the

possibility that there are important research question for which deception is truly

unavoidable.  Nevertheless, we advocate a multi-method approach in which deception is

replaced as much as possible by a collection of other procedures, including anonymity

(which may undo social desirability effects; see the recent discussion on so-called double-

blind treatments in research on dictator games, Hoffman, McCabe & Smith 1996),

simulations (Kimmel 1996, pp. 108-113), and role playing (Kimmel 1996, pp. 113-116).

We are aware that each of these methods has been or can be criticized (for a review of key

arguments see Kimmel 1996).  Moreover, it has been repeatedly pointed out that more

research is needed to evaluate the merits of these alternatives (e.g., Diener & Crandall

1978; Kimmel 1996).  A do-it-both-ways rule could be used to explore alternatives to

deception by comparing the results obtained from previous deception studies to those

obtained in alternative designs.

Let us conclude with two remarks on the APA rule of conduct concerning

deception:

Psychologists do not conduct a study involving deception unless they have

determined that the use of deceptive techniques is justified by the studyís prospective

scientific, educational, or applied value and that equally effective alternative

procedures that do not use deception are not feasible. (APA 1992, p. 1609)



Systematic search for alternative proceduresóif enforcedómay prove to be a

powerful tool for reducing the use of deception in psychology.  For instance, of the ten

studies reported in Table 2, three used deception (Allison & Messick 1990, p. 200; Irwin

McClelland & Schulze 1992, p. 111; Beeler & Hunton 1997, p. 83), including incorrect

performance feedback, wrong claims about performance-contingent payments, and rigged

randomization procedure.  In our view, each of these deceptive practices was avoidable.

Deception was also avoidable in another set of studies we reported here.  In our sample of

Bayesian reasoning studies (see Section 2), we found that 37 out of 106 (35%) employed

some form of deception (e.g., lying to participants about the nature of the materials used,

falsely asserting that sampling was random, a precondition for the application of Bayesí

theorem).  If researchers met the APA requirement to seek alternatives to deception, they

would have discovered ìequally effective alternative proceduresî already in the literature.

Research in both psychology (e.g., Wallsten 1972, 1976) and economics (e.g., Grether

1980) shows that one can do completely without deception in research on Bayesian

reasoning.

Finally, we propose (in concurrence with a suggestion made by Thomas Wallsten)

that the assessment of the ìprospective scientific valueî of a study should not depend on

whether or not a particular study can be conducted or a particular topic investigated.

Rather, the question ought to be whether or not a theory under consideration can be

investigated without the use of deception.  This way, our assessment of the ìprospective

scientific valueî of deception is closely linked to theoretical progress rather than to the

feasibility of a particular study.

6. Conclusion



Some of the most serious (self-)criticism of psychology has been triggered by its

cycles of conflicting results and conclusions, or more generally, its lack of cumulative

progress relative to other sciences.  For instance, at the end of the 1970s, Meehl (1978)

famously lamented:

It is simply a sad fact that in soft psychology theories rise and decline, come and go,

more as a function of baffled boredom than anything else; and the enterprise shows a

disturbing absence of that cumulative character that is so impressive in disciplines

like astronomy, molecular biology, and genetics. (p. 807)

Since the 1970s, psychologyís self-esteem has much improvedówith good reason.

For instance, thanks to the increasing use of meta-analytic methods (Glass, McGaw &

Smith, 1981; Hedges & Olkin 1985), it has become clear that psychologyís research

findings are not as internally conflicted as once thought.  As a result of this, some

researchers in psychology have already called off the alarm (Hunter & Schmidt 1990;

Schmidt 1992).

Despite this optimism, results in the ìsofter, wilder areas of our field,î which

according to Rosenthal (1990, p. 775) include clinical, developmental, social, and parts of

cognitive psychology, still seem ìephemeral and unreplicableî (p. 775).  In his classic

works on the statistical power of studies, Cohen (1962, 1988) pointed out two reasons

(among others) why this is so.  First, in an analysis of the 1960 volume of the Journal of

Abnormal and Social Psychology, Cohen (1962) showed that if one assumes a medium

effect size (corresponding to the Pearson correlation of .40), then experiments were

designed such that the researcher had less than a 50% chance of obtaining a significant

result if there was a real effect (for more recent analyses, see Rossi 1990; Sedlmeier &



Gigerenzer 1989).  Second, Cohen (1988) suggested that many effects sought in social,

personality, and clinical-psychological research are likely to be small.  Whether or not one

agrees with this assessment, the important point is that ìeffects are appraised against a

background of random variationî (p. 13).  Thus, ìthe control of various sources of

variation through the use of improved research designs serves to increase effect sizeî (p.

13) and, for that matter, the power of statistical tests as well.

We believe that the realizations of the four key variables of experimental design in

the areas of research discussed here contribute to the variability of empirical findings.

Based on the evidence reviewed here, we argue that the practices of not providing a

precisely defined script for participants to enact, not repeating experimental trials, and

paying participants either a flat fee or granting a fixed amount or course credit only leave

participants uncertain about the demand characteristics of the social situation ìexperiment.î

The fact that psychologists are (in)famous for deceiving participants is likely to magnify

participantsí uncertainty and second-guessing.

If our claim that a laissez-faire approach to experimentation invites lack of

procedural regularity and variability of empirical findings is valid, and the resulting

conflicting data indeed strangles theoretical advances at their roots (Loftus, in Bower

1997, p. 356), then discussion of the methodological issues addressed here promises high

payoffs.  We hope that this article will spur psychologists and economists to join in a

spirited discussion of the benefits and costs of current experimental practices.
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Footnotes

1 Sieber and Saks (1989) reported responses of 326 psychology departments with

participant pools.  They found that of 74% that reported having a participant pool, 93%

recruited from introductory courses.  The authors also found that ìonly 11% of

departments have a subject pool that is voluntary in the strictest senseî (p. 1057).  In

contrast, economists recruit their participants in more or less randomly determined classes,

through flyers or e-mail, often drawing on students from other disciplines.  Since

economists also typically use financial incentives, it is probably safe to assume that

participation is voluntary.

2 For obvious reasons, we cannot reproduce the extensive instructions to

participants here.  However, we urge the reader who has not yet encountered a script-

based study to take a look (e.g., pp. 1247 through 1253 in Camerer et al., 1989).

3 Most of the word problems listed here (e.g., conjunction task, engineer-lawyer

task) are classic problems studied in the heuristics-and-biases program.  Results and

conclusions from this program have been hotly debated (for the different point of views,

see the debate between Kahneman & Tversky, 1996, and Gigerenzer, 1996).

4 Scripts may be content-free or enriched with social context.  In an attempt to

control home-grown priors (i.e., beliefs and attitudes that participants bring into the

experiment), the scripts provided by economists are typically as content-free as possible.

From the perspective of the experimenter, such environments may be precisely defined,

but they seem to tax the cognitive abilities of participants more than seemingly more

complex but familiar real-world scripts, because they take away the ìnaturalî cues that

allow participants in real-world environments to understand situations.  Assuming the



existence of domain-specific reasoning modules, Cosmides and Tooby (1996) even argue

that the starkness of laboratory environments prevents specialized inference engines from

being activated, and that mismatches between cues and problem types are far more likely

under artificial experimental conditions than under natural conditions.  This trade-off

between control of home-grown priors and accessibility of ìnaturalî cues has long been

discussed in psychology (e.g., Bruce 1985; Koriat & Goldsmith 1996 for the real-

life/laboratory controversy in memory research; see Goldstein & Weber 1997 for the issue

of domain specificity in decision making, and Winkler & Murphy 1973 for their critique of

the bookbag-and-poker chips problem in research on Bayesian reasoning).  It has also

recently been addressed in studies by economists (e.g., Dyer & Kagel 1996; Schotter,

Weiss & Zapater 1996).

5 Harrison (1989, 1992) argued that many experiments in economics that provide

financial incentives dependent on performance nevertheless lack ìpayoff dominance.î  Lack

of payoff dominance describes essentially flat maxima, which make it relatively

inexpensive for participants not to choose the theoretically optimal action (von Winterfeldt

& Edwards 1982).  The implication of Harrisonís critique is that performance in a task can

only be classified as ìirrational,î ìinconsistent,î or ìboundedî if the difference between the

payoff for participantsí actual behavior and that for optimal behavior in an experiment is

monetarily significant to participants given their standard hourly wage. ìSignificantî could

mean, for example, that the potential payoff lost due to nonoptimal behavior in a one-hour

experiment exceeds one hourís worth of wages for the participant and 25% of total

payoffs obtainable.  If the difference between the payoff for the participantís actual

behavior and that for optimal behavior is, say, only 5%, one could argue that the payoff



decrement participants accept by not behaving optimally is too trivial to be considered

ìirrational.î

6 The systematic study of financial incentives can help us question long-held beliefs.

For instance, Koriat and Goldsmith (1994) reported that memory accuracy (i.e., the

percentage of items that are correctly recalled) is strategically regulated, that is, ìsubjects

can substantially boost their memory accuracy in response to increased accuracy

motivationî (p. 307).  Koriat and Goldsmith stressed that their results ìcontrast sharply

with the general observation from quantity-oriented research that people cannot improve

their memory-quantity performance when given incentives to do soî (p. 493).  Participants

in a high-accuracy-incentive condition were more accurate than those in a moderate-

accuracy-incentive condition (eta = .58, a large effect according to Cohen 1988; calculated

from data in Koriat and Goldsmithís 1994 Table 3).

7 Needless to say, the implementation of financial incentives has its own risks.  It is,

for example, important to ensure that payments are given privately.  As a referee correctly

pointed out, public payment can be ìakin to an announcement of poor test performance

and might violate a number of ethical (and, in America, perhaps legal) standards, and is all

the more likely to negatively impact mood.î  Private payment is the standard practice in

economics experiments.

8 One reviewer referred us to Freyís (1997) discussion of the hidden costs of

extrinsic rewards.  Freyís book, as thought provoking and insightful as it often is, takes as

its point of departure the very same literature that Eisenberger and Cameron (1996)

discussed and took issue with.  As mentioned, we agree that money does not always work

as a motivator, but we believe that more often than not it does.  Let us consider Freyís



example of professors.  Professors who are so engaged in their profession that they teach

more than the required hours per week may indeed react with indignation when

administrators try to link remuneration more closely to performance and therefore reduce

their extra effort.  There are, however, also professors who ìshirkî (the term used in

principal-agent theory) their teaching obligations to do research, consulting, and so forth.

In fact, shirking has been identified as the major driver of the inefficiency of educational

institutions in the U.S. (Massy & Zemsky 1994; Ortmann & Squire in press).  While

consulting has immediate material payoffs, at most institutions research translates into

higher salaries and, possibly more importantly, payoffs such as the adulation of peers at

conferences (Lodge 1995).  It is noteworthy that the activities that professors engage in

involve by their very nature self-determination, self-esteem, and expression possibility and

therefore are particularly susceptible to ìcrowding out.î  In contrast, most laboratory tasks

do not prominently feature these characteristics.

9 What constitutes deception is not easy to define (see Baumrind 1979; Rosenthal &

Rosnow 1991).  Economists seem to make the following pragmatic distinction, which we

endorse: Telling participants wrong things is deception.  Conveying false information to

participants, however, is different from not explicitly telling participants the purpose of an

experiment, which is not considered deception by either economists (McDaniel & Starmer

1998; Hey 1998) or psychologists known to be opposed to deception (e.g., Baumrind

1985).  However, to the extent that absence of full disclosure of the purpose of an

experiment violates participantsí default assumptions, it can mislead them, and therefore

should be avoided.



10 To avoid many ìI donít knowî responses, we asked economists to estimate how

often psychologists in general (rather than researchers in JDM) use various practices.  This

may explain why their estimates for the use of deception were so high.

11 There are also regulatory standards in psychologyópossibly the best examples are

the treatment group experiments and null-hypothesis testing (see Danziger 1990).  Null-

hypothesis testing was, and to a large extent remains, a self-imposed requirement in

psychology despite continuous controversy about its use.  How is null-hypothesis testing

different from the key variables of experimental design considered here?  Gigerenzer and

Murray (1987) argued that ìthe inference revolution unified psychology by prescribing a

common method, in the absence of a common theoretical perspectiveî (p. 22).  One may

speculate that null-hypothesis testing still predominates in psychology because abandoning

it may be perceived as abandoning the unification of psychological methodology.  The key

variables of experimental design considered in this article have never filled this role.
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Table 1. Effects of trial-by-trial feedback on the use of base rates obtained in studies from

Koehlerís (1996) review.

Task/Response/FeedbackComparisonGeneral resultsManis, Dovalina, Avis & Cardoze

(1980)Task. In each of 50 trials, participants viewed a photograph of a young male,

guessed his attitude on an issue such as legalization of the use of marijuana Response.

Binary classification (pro vs. con) Feedback. After each trial, feedback on binary

classificationStudy 1 Two feedback conditions 80% vs. 20% ìproî attitude base rates

Control condition No-feedbackìBase-rate information had a clear-cut effect on predictive

behaviorî (p. 235).  By the end of the 50 trials, respondents in the no-feedback condition

predicted that about half of the pictured men have a ìproî attitude, whereas in the two

feedback conditions, the average percentage of predicted ìproî attitude was 70% and 30%

in the 80% and 20% base-rate conditions, respectively. Lopes (1987) Task. In each of 175

trials, participants were required to decide from which of two alternative Bernoulli

processes a sample was generateda Response. Rating as to whether the sample comes

from process 1 or 2 Feedback. On 13 practice and training trials, participants received

training and feedback on a judgment operation Study 1 Training condition Control

condition Received no trainingTrained participants made fewer ìadjustment errorsî than

untrained participants for ìstrong-weakî pairs (eta = .84) and diagonal pairs (eta = .42) but

not for ìweak-strongî pairs, and were more accurate in their judgments: Root-mean-

squared deviations between obtained and optimal judgments were .07 and .02 for



untrained participants, and .02 and .005 for trained participants, respectively. However,

training did not make participantsí responses qualitatively more Bayesian (p. 174).Same

task but modified training (182 trials, of which 20 were practice and feedback trials)Study

2 Training condition Control conditionìClearly, the training procedure has been effective

in bringing subjectsí responses closer to optimalî (p. 178). Root-mean-squared deviations

between obtained and optimal response were.05 and .10 for trained and untrained

participants, respectively.  The optimal response requires an interaction effect that

accounts for 4.66% of the systematic sums of square (in terms of analysis of variance). In

the training condition, this value is 4.55%, whereas in the control condition the value is

.42%.Lindeman, van den Brink & Hoogstraten (1988) Task. In each of 16 trials,

participants predicted the probability that a person described in a personality sketch has a

certain profession (engineer-lawyer problem: two different base rates per description);

after the training phase all participants were presented a new problem (divorce problem)

Response. Probability estimate Feedback. After the second estimate per description,

feedback on the required probability estimate for second estimate Feedback Training-only

32 probability estimates but no feedback No treatment No trainingFor the engineer-lawyer

problem (the training problem), ìover-all performance of subjects who received feedback

was closer to the Bayesian norm than the performance of subjects who received training

onlyî (p. 346). In the training-only condition, 50% of the mean differences between

obtained and Bayesian probability estimates were significant (at p = .05); in the feedback

condition, in contrast, only 13% of the mean differences were significant. Although the

positive effects of feedback ìdo not generalize toî (p. 349) the divorce problem, thinking-

aloud protocols show that base rates were less often mentioned in the no-treatment



condition (n = 3 out of 16 protocols, 19%) than in the feedback condition (n = 11 out of

18 protocols, 61%) b

a The context story asked participants to imagine making judgments concerning the

maintenance of milling machines.  The judgment concerns whether or not a crucial part

has broken inside the machine.  For each machine, participants received two samples;

there were three kinds pairs of samples (weak-strong, strong-weak, and diagonal; only the

latter two are test cases for the training as here intuitive and normative response seem to

diverge).  In Study 1, the training procedure taught participants only that adjustment of

the initial rating made after presentation of the second sample should always be in the

direction of the hypothesis favored by the second sample.  In Study 2, the training also

taught participants to process the two samples in the order of their apparent relative

strength.

b After the training phase, participants in all three conditions were presented a different

problem.  Lindeman et al. (1988) speculated that the failure to find an effect of training for

the estimates on this problem may be related to a floor effect: ìthe divorce problem is

inherently easier than the training problem, so that subjects might get the test item right

even without the training phaseî (p. 349).



Table 2. Effects of performance-based payments obtained in studies from Journal of

Behavioral Decision Making.  We calculated effect size eta and d (Cohen 1988; Rosenthal

& Rosnow 1991) when sufficient information was available.

AuthorsTaskComparisonGeneral results (effect size)Levin, Chapman & Johnson

(1988)Judgments of the likelihood of taking gambles, and expressing confidence in those

judgments. Probability information was framed either positively as ìpercent chance of

winningî or negatively as ìpercent chance of losingîStudy 1 Hypothetical gambles Study 2

Gambles with real money; winnings ranged from 25¢ to $5, averaging about $2Reduced

framing effect, that is, difference in likelihood of taking the gamble depending on positive

vs. negative framing was smaller in real-money gambles than in hypothetical gambles;a in

both studies, confidence ratings were higher for incomplete than for complete information

trials in the explicit inference conditionAllison & Messick (1990)Division of shared

resource: Participants decide how much they request from a resource, which they share

with othersLow-payoff condition Resource $9, $10.50 High-payoff condition Resource

$12, $13.50No ìsignificantî main effect of payoff condition (p. 201); however, the

proportion of the pool requested was on average 24.1% and 29.1% (see Allison and

Messickís Table 1) in the low- and high-payoff condition, respectively.  Moreover,

proportion of requested resource was closest to normative model in the high-payoff

condition, in which the pool was nondivisible and other group members could not punish

self-regarding behavior (45.8%)bIrwin, McClelland & Schulze (1992) Gambles in which

participants face a 1% chance of a $40 loss.  In an auction procedure, they could enter

(optimal) bids for insurance against this lossHypothetical reward  Real reward Participants



received an initial stake of $50 or $80 and kept the positive balance at the conclusionFor

hypothetical reward, the bids (in terms of σ) were more variable (eta = .60).  There were

more very high bids (eta = .46) and more ì0î bids (eta = .62) for the insurance in the

hypothetical- than in the real-reward condition. In addition, bids were more optimal

(measured in terms of the difference between expected value of the insurance and bids) in

the real-reward than in the hypothetical-reward condition (difference: eta = .39; absolute

difference: eta = .45)Van Wallendael & Guignard (1992)Categorization of stimuli with the

aid of information of varying costs and diagnosticity levelscStudy 1 Hypothetical points

for correct identification, and hypothetical cost for each piece of information Study 2

$1.25 for every correct identification, minus 5¢, 10¢, and 15¢ per piece of information A

main effect of information diagnosticity (inconsistent with the expected-value approach)

was larger in Study 2 (eta =.79) than in Study 1 (eta = .21); no ìsignificantî main effect for

information costs in Study 1 but a ìsignificantî main effect consistent with the expected-

value approach in Study 2 (eta = .70). In both studies, participants expressed greater

confidence in decisions based on high-diagnosticity questions than on low- diagnosticity

questions; this effect, however, was larger in Study 2 than in Study 1 (eta = .24, eta =

.74).  In both studies, there were no significant differences in confidence due to answer

diagnosticity or information costs, nor significant interactionsHulland & Kleinmuntz

(1994)Choice of preferred alternative based upon searched informationIncentive condition

Incentive to spend more effort (one could win a yearís subscription to a chosen alternative

among womenís magazines) Control condition Nothing at stakeAccording to an analysis

of variance, the effects of incentive on various search measures were not significant (p.

87).  In a ìpartial least squareî analysis, the authors found that in the incentive condition



ìmore external search and internal (non-search) processing and ... significantly more effort

overallî (p. 97) was expendedd Van Wallendael (1995)Judgments of the guilt or innocence

of suspects in fictional crimes (based on the purchase of information) and probability

ratings of those judgments being correctStudy 2 Hypothetical costs for information and

wrong decisions, and hypothetical payoffs for correct decisions Study 3 Real costs for

information and real payoff for correct decisions (the highest scorer among 10 scorers

wins $10)ìThe monetary prize had virtually no effect on subjectsí performance.  Results of

Experiment 3 replicated all of the major findings of Experiment 2î (p. 259).  For instance,

participants in both studies overbought in comparison to optimal buys calculated from an

expected-value modeleMellers, Berretty & Birnbaum (1995)Evaluation of the worth of

gamblesfStudy 2 Hypothetical prices in the baseline condition; in the incentives condition a

pair of gambles was randomly selected, and the gamble that was preferred was actually

playedThere are no ìsignificant main effects or interactions involving financial incentivesî

(p. 210).  However, the mean percentage of violations, nonviolations, and ties across 10

gamble pairs was strongly affected.  In the baseline condition 38%, 19%, and 43% were

violations, nonviolations, and ties, whereas the proportions in the incentives conditon were

36%, 50%, and 16% (compare Exhibits 7 and 8, similar results for Exhibits 11 and 12). If

one only considers violations and nonviolations, then in all 10 gamble pairs in Exhibit 7

(baseline condition), the proportion of violations exceeded that of nonviolations.  In

contrast, in Exhibit 8 (incentives condition) this is only true for 2 of the 10 gamble

pairsOrdÛÒez, Mellers, Chang & Roberts (1995)Evaluation (attractiveness ratings,

strength of preference judgments, selling prices) of pairs of gambles in a sequential vs.

simultaneous way (i.e., evaluate pair of gambles on two types of response modes before



evaluating the next pair)No financial incentives Financial incentives A pair of gambles was

randomly selected, and the gamble that was preferred was actually played (payments

ranged from $0 to $11.34)Without incentives, only in one of the three combinations of

response modes were reversals ìsignificantlyî reduced (eta = .27) when comparing

sequential to simultaneous performance. With incentives, reversal rates were ìsignificantlyî

reduced in all three combinations of two response modes (eta = .33, .49, .51) when

comparing sequential to simultaneous performance. OrdÛÒez et al. concluded that

ìsimultaneous performance with financial incentives virtually eliminated reversal ratesî (p.

271-272), and ìalthough preference reversals are quite robust, the present results show

that subjects can give consistent responses with certain procedures and incentivesî (p.

276)Yaniv & Schul (1997)Selection of answers from a set of multiple alternatives under

two different framings: Include likely alternatives from initial set versus exclude the least

likely alternativesStudy 1 No payment Study 2 Payoff rule (which  reflected a tradeoff

between number of marked alternatives and probability that the correct choice was

marked)The accurracy of participantsí selections is almost identical in Studies 1 and 2

(50% vs. 49%).  Although exclusion and inclusion conditions are still significantly

different, the difference is reduced in Study 2: The difference in the size of the choice set is

larger in Study 1 than in Study 2.  Expressed in percentage of the full set, the difference

between the inclusion and the exclusion set is 31.5 (d = 3.2) percentage points in Study 1

and 20 percentage points (d = 1.9) in Study 2.  In addition, the difference in accuracy

between the inlusion and the exclusion condition is smaller in Study 2 (18 percentage

points, d = 1.2) than in Study 1 (38 percentage points, d = 2.7)Beeler & Hunton

(1997)Allocation decisions into investment portfolios, and the effect of negative feedback



on performance of commitment and information searchNo-pay condition and Salary

condition Choice of two state lottery tickets or $2, irrespective of how well their

investments performed Contingent compensation Earning of state lottery tickets or cash

based on investment performanceAs a function of compensation methods, an escalation of

commitment (ìsunk cost effectî) was observed, that is, the average dollars subsequently

invested in losing companies was $35,890 (no-pay), 64,280 (salary), and $119,450

(contingent). Amount of time participants viewed prospective information decreased and

amount of time for retrospective information increased as a function of compensation

method (prospective time: 360.0, 258.5, and 151.5 seconds; retrospective time: 218.5,

346.0, and 469.0 seconds)g

a Levin et al. concluded that ìhigh levels of personal involvement, such as created by

providing real monetary consequences to gambles, can serve to Ö reduce the information

framing effectî (p. 39).

b As one normative model, Allison and Messick (p. 197) assumed that each participant

should have requested all that was permissible, leaving a minimal amount for the final

group member.  Based on their results, they concluded that ìsubjects in social decision

tasks involving shared resources cannot be modeled as strategic money maximizersî (p.

195).  We point out, however, that there is a major methodological problem in this study,

namely that of the lack of control of the ìsocial distanceî between experimenter and

participant.  Confronted with persistent deviations from game theoretic predictions in

dictator and ultimatum games, Hoffman, McCabe and Smith (1996) manipulated

instructional and procedural aspects of the design and implementation of dictator games

and found that increasing social distanceóin the most extreme case, no one including the



experimenter or any observer of the data could possibly know any participantís decision

(i.e., complete anonymity)ómonotonically reduces the deviations from game-theoretic

predictions.  In Allison and Messickís study, anonymity was guaranteed neither between

participant and experiment nor among participants (ìeach member would be told what

previous members took,î p. 199).

c As a normative model, Van Wallendael and Guignard assumed that if participants used

an expected-value approach their information purchases should show main effects of cost

(with more information being purchased at lower costs) and question diagnosticity (with

more high-diagnosticity information being purchased), and other interaction effects.

However, they also noted that an alternative model that better predicted peopleís

information purchases is ìnot necessarily normatively suboptimalî (p. 36).

d Hulland and Kleinmuntz pointed out that the link between decisions and their

consequences may have been small, as many male participants may have been unaffected

by the incentive manipulation (subscription to a womenís magazine).  They suggest that

this may explain why incentives did not affect another search measure (participantsí use of

summary evaluations).

e We will not report effect sizes for the multiple statistical comparisons (the study

included a 2 x 2 x 3 factorial design and two dependent measures).

f As a normative model, Mellers et al. assumed the dominance principle, which holds that

increasing one or more outcomes of a gamble should increase the judged price of the

gamble, with everything else held constant.

g The authors concluded from their results that ìperformance-based incentives (i.e.,

contingent) led to higher escalation of commitment,î and that ìit appears as though



individuals who heightened their commitment to an initial course of action endeavored to

resolve cognitive dissonance, justify past decisions, and account for prior actions by

searching retrospective, supporting informationî (p. 88).  Note, however, that all

participants received the false information that the data they studied prior to their

investment decisions represented actual cases, and they also were given the feedback,

independent of their specific investement decision, that their investment portfolio had

declined in value.  If participants in the contingent-compensation condition spent more

cognitive effort prior to their decision, their search of retrospective investment may not

express their increasing commitment but their potential disbelief concerning the feedback

fabricated by the experimenter.


